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INTRODUCTION 

Under the law of Manitoba a person who is suffering 

from mental disorder whether or not it may endanger his or 

someone else's safety, may be forcibly detained in a hospital 

by a single physician, without appeal ("The l!ental Health 

Act", c.c.S.M., cap. Mll0, s . 9(1)). Commitment may be 

for a period as long as twenty-one days but can be renewed 

for an indefinite period once the attending physician has 

the approval of the Director of Psychiatric Services for 

the province or a judge of the Provincial Court. DE?spite 

the absence of strinqent procedural safeguards and the a lmos t 

unseemly ease with which an individual may be committed 

under "The Mental Health Act", a recent government study has 

concluded that more effective means are required to detain 

a person for observation and treatment under the Act ("Mental 

Health and Retardation Services in Manitoba", prepared for 

the Department of Health and Social Services, Provi n ce of 

Manitoba, by Dr . J.C. Clarkson, 1973). 

The c onclm3ions of the Clarkson study may seem 

somewhat inappropriate coming at a time when challenges in 

principle to civil incarceration of the mentally ill are as 

great and demonstratilve as they are today. Civil commitment 

is, after al l , now bE?ing challenged b y critics both within and 

without the medical :Eield, where the trend is i tself toward 

c ommunity-based treatment in preference to the long term 

committal of persons to institutions. Journalists , lawyers 

and civil libertarians have for years now been docurn.enting 

the shortcomings and abuse s of the mental health process, 

pressing for its modernization and more limited use .. Today 

there is an ever-incireasing and i rnpr essive array of r.1edical 

specialists who support this approach . 

In cases of extreme mental illness h owever, challenges 
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to the philosophical justification of confinement are more 

difficult. In these cases particularly, the principle of the 

protection of society as a whole overrides oth1:!r considerations 

which must give way to stringent restrictions on personal liberty. 

Generally it is agreed, and t here is widespread social approval 

of this principle, that emergency detention based on "dan ge rous" 

mental illness is a legitimate exception to thE:! inalienable 

freedom of the individual and his otherwise unj ustified 

detention for r1:!asons of insanity. Good mental health legis

lation must permit these cases to be dealt with both in an 

expedient fashion with a minimum of difficulty and in a manner 

which will ensuire that the rights of the individual are appro

priately pro tected. In the words of the Clarkson report, 

which seems to keep the liberty of the individual clearly in 

view, "the Act should make it relatively easieir to detain a 

person for obseirvation and immediate treatment,, and more 

difficult to hold him indefinitely". 

POLICE POWER: EMERGENCY DETENTION 

The real-life drama of a single event involving a 

former patient a.t the Selkirk Mental Health Center illustrates 

the point we are making about effective c o!11Il1.itment procedures 

and the need for improvement of this law in Manitoba. 

The pa.tient in question was reportedly holed-up 

with a shot gun, two or three other firearms and $80.00 of 

ammunition in the bush in a remote area of nani toba . Psychiatric 

assessments mc1de while she was a patient indicated that she 

suffered from paranoid schizophrenia and there were suggestions 

that she could be dangerous, if only to herself. The medical 

director of the psychiatric facility requested the R.C.M.I'. 

to "pick up" the! patient and transport her to the centre for 

care and treatmemt. But the police responded that, even in 

an emergency, it would be improper for theM, in. effect, to 
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arrest the forMer patient for this purpose, without the 

appropriate judicial authorization. A subseouent review 

made by us of the police power in these circumstances 

confirmed the accuracy of that assessment . Amonq a number 

of reforms made to the Criminal Code at the time of the 

Bail Reform Act: amendments was the r emoval of atte!T'pted suicide as an 

offence under the Code, and with it has gone the consequent 

authority of a peace officer ut:o arrest wit:hout: warrant .. 

a person . who he believes is about to commi t suicide". 

Of course , in the case of present-day criminal offences, 

special considerations do, apply and peace officers are 

empowered to arrest persons whom they find committing indictable 

offences or who on reasonable grounds they believe hav e 

committed criminal offences . However, an officer who arr ests 

a person in this way is not authorized to take the person 

to a hospital, but is required to take hiM before a justice 

of the peace to be dealt with according to law (c.c.c . , 
R. S.C. 1970 , chap . C-34, s. 454). As fo r the COJTll1\On law, it 

offers only uncertain protec tion for officers who, using 

r easonable force, act o utside of these provisions of the 

Code to prevent "breaches of the pea ce, or danger to life 

and property". 

Today, the primary source of police authority 

to apprehend and dispose o: mentally ill persons derives 

from provincial hea lth legislation (R . G. Fox & P . G. Erickson , 

Apparent:ly Suffering From Men tal Disorder, Resear ch Report 

of the Centre of Criminology, University of Toronto, (1972)). 

There is still a provision in "The Mental Health Act" which 

provides for the apprehension by police and compulsory 

examination of a person believed to be in need of examination 

and treatme nt in a hospital. Once again however, the section 

is of little use in the case of suicides and other emergencies. 
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Its peculiar wording requires tha t the individual fi rst refuse 

to be medically e xamin e d and followinq this, that an appli

cation be brought before a magistrate (now called a judge) 

to determine whe ther or not a warrant should :issue permi t t ing 

the app rehension and examination (C. C. S . M. cap . MllO , s . 15). 

In other respe cts "The Mental Healtii Act" is 

generally no l ,es s deficient . Indeed none of .its provisions 

would appear to provide an appropriate method for h and l ing 

emergency situations. Earlier we r efe r red t o sec t i on 9(1} of 

the Act which allows any qualified medical practi tion er to 

cert ify tha t a person needs confinement for up to twenty-one 

days. This is an otherwise very effective provision , e x c ept 

when one considers that subsection (2) of tl,e s ection makes it 

a condition for judicial compulsion (tha t is obtaining a 

warrant requiring the hospitalization} tha t tlhe person in 

r espect of who:m the medical certificate has b13en issued 

. . refuses to go to a hospital", voluntarily . This state 

of affairs hi'l.S proved to be unde sirable in in:stances where it 

h as been difficult a ctually to prove that the person did , 

either in the ins t a nce of sec t i on 15 (allowin9 for c ompulsory 

examination) r,efuse to be e xamine d, or as in the case of section 

9 (allowing fo.r compulsory confinement) refus,3 to have himself 

admitted to hospital. The situation could arise as it did 

in the events we just described, where it is difficult to 

ascertain whether a person r e fuses to be examined or to 

comply with a cert ificate, or for exanple, wh13re the person 

apparently agr,ees to submit himself for examination, but in 

fact does not do so. 

Finally, section 8 allows anybody to convey a person 

believed to be medically disordered to a hospital without 

using violence . This section, however, seeMs to require a 
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willingness on the part of an individual to seek hospital 

care, so that in a situation where speed is essential, there 

is no power in police to compel an unwilling or violent person 

to go to hospital without a warrant from the Director of 

Psychiatric Services , a justice of the peace, or judge 

obtained under sections 9 or 15 . 

Since their enactment in 1965, controversy has 

surrounded these provisions of "The Mental Health Act", for 

the most part because of their deficiency in the area of 

emergency measures. The Manitoba Psychiatric Association 

(sub-committee on the revision of "The Mental Health Act'', 

1965) is one of a number of community health organizations 

which has highlighted these problems in its many appeals 

to the Manitoba Government since 1967. As with the Cl arkson 

report, the Association has called for the amendment of this 

legislation and the immediate inclusion of provisions for the 

more effective handling of emergency matters, including a 

procedure which in certain circumstances would permit the 

apprehension and i nvoluntary committal of an individual to 

hospital without the necessity or intervention of any justice , 

magistrate or other judicial officer. 

All but one of Canada's ten provinces have mental 

health legislation whi ch includes this type of provision. 

Only Manitoba provides a procedure which in all cases neces

sitates the prior issue of a warrant. The others, although 

there are variations among them, also concurrently permit 

the police to act without a warrant in necessitous circumstances. 

In Quebec the police may apprehend without a warrant 

but if committal beyond 48 hours following initial assessment 

by one psychiatrist is necessary, a hearinq before a judge 

is required (Mental Patients Protection Act, S.O. 1972, 
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c. 166, s. :n amended by Statutes of 1974, c. 43, 71 , 39). 

In Alberta, Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland , Uew Brunswick 

and Saskatchewan a pers on appre hende d may be taken directly 

to a hospi tal and subjecte d to an examination whereas in 

British Columbia the police must first take! the person to a 

physician and then only on his advice, to a provincial health 

facility or unit ("The Mental Health Act", S.B.C. 1964, 

c, 2 9 s . 2 7 ( l)) . In lfova Scotia, a peace officer who appre

henda a person for medica l e xamination must file an official 

r eport with the provincial Attorney-General. within 24 hours 

of the appre hension ("The Hospitals Act " R.S.N.S. 1967, c. 

249 as amended by S.N.S. 1977 c. 45 s. 30(2)). If, as a 

consequence of a medical examination , the person is not cer

tified for committal in an institution , the legislation in 

Alberta provides that he be released within 24 hours of his 

arrival at the facility ("The Mental Health .1\ct", S.A. 1972, 

c. 118, s. 26(2)). In British Columbia emergency detention 

is limited to 72 hours. The other provinces vary, although 

most offer quite specific provisions obligating the police 

to release a person not certified or admitted. 

In 1973, following the lead of these other juris

dictions and as a result of the conclusions of the Clarkson 

study, amending legislation was proposed by the Depa.rtment 

of Health and Social Development to section 15 of "'i'lle Mental 

Heal th Act", and at the request of Cabinet 1referred by the 

Attorney-Gent:!ral to the Manitoba Law ReforJll Commission for 

our consideration . The effect of the suggested section 

as proposed, is that a person "suspected or believed to be 

in need of emergency examination or treatment in a hospital" , 

can be apprehended upon application for a warrant to a magis

trate or justice of the peace and brought to a hospital for 

confinement and treatment. There would accordingly be no 

need to prove that a person refused to be 1:1e1dically examined, 
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a condition which, as we explained earlier, has proved unde

sirable because of the cumbersome and almost unrealistic 

way it requires a crisis situation to be handled. In draft 

it reads as follows: 

15.1(1) Where a person in Manitoba is or is suspected 
or believed to be in need of emergency examination 
and treatment in a hospital, any person may apply to 
a magistrate or a justice of the peace for a warrant 
directing that the person be apprehended and brought 
to a hospital for confinement and treatment thereat 
as a compulsory patient. 

The amendmen t also included a special subsection 

patterned on a similar provision in the Ontario "Menta l Health 

Act" (R .S.O. 1970, cap. 269, s . 10), concerning the action of 

a peace officer, as defined by the Criminal Code. Under this 

subsection if a peace officer observes a person "ap_TJarently 

suffering from mental disorder" and acting in a manner which 

"in a normal person would be disorderly" he would have the 

power to take that person without warrant to an appropriate 

place for medical examination. This section was essentially 

designed to allow action in emergenci es including suicide 

attempts where a physician may not be readily available, and 

to get a person into medical hands without undue delay. 

Subsection (2 ) of section 15 .1, as it was then 

proposed, reads as follows: 

15.1(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1) where a peace 
officer as defin ed in the Criminal Code observes a 
person 

(a) apparently suffering from mental disorder; and 
(b) acting in a manner that in a normal person would 

be disorderly; 
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that officer may, if he is satisfied that the person 
should be examined in the interest of h i s own s a fety 
or the safety of others take the person to an appro
priate place for medical exa mi n ation . 

Since undertaking its review of thes:e amendments, 

the Commission has h ad t o come to grips with the relative 

importan ce of the two competing needs to which we have e arlier 

re f erred . The one is the emergency apprehension of a deran ged 

person; the other the p reservation of the l ibe,rty of the 

individual who may be unnecessarily apprehende,d and later 

deta i ne d in an institution as an involuntary p a t ient . In 

fact , the emergency apprehension powe r has bee,n invoked 

under statutes similar to the Mani toba amen dme,nt i n the 

Unite d States, when the officer's conclusions as to mental 

disorder and the safety either of the individual o r others 

were later found to be unjusti fied, and t h e su1bsequent deten

tion questionable . This suggests that s imilar problems could 

arise in Manitoba. Thus while in some situations the amendment 

may offer an alternati ve to the f r eedom of a potentially 

dangerous individual , the possibilities o f unlawful detention 

and the subsequent coI11Mencement of unwarr anted! treatI'lent and 

extended committal clearly exist . 

For eixample, al t hough a warrant in c riminal cases 

issued prior to the determination of the facts usually causes 

the arrested pe,rson to be brought before a court where he or 

she may have counsel and can be heard in opposition to the 

charge or other proceeding, the warrant envisioned in draft 

section 15 . 1(1) leads directly into hospital confinement 

"as a compulsory patient" without observation or examination 

by any qualified person. There is no opportunity for objection 

and the constable executing such a warrant literally need not 
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be concerned whether the arrested person is about to catch 

a plane, address a meeting, or start a new job. Furthermore 

warrants are issued on ex parte application . The draJEt 

provisions seem to accord no opportunity for a summary judicia.l 

hearing. 

I • 
In addition, considering draft section 15.1(2) if 

the adjective "normal" as applied to a person is not a precise 

psychiatric designation , it can hardly acquire more precision 

when made into a statu1t.ory one. Normal persons sometimes 

behave in a disorderly manner and should not necessarily be 

carted off directly foir compulsory examination at the discretion 

of a peace officer. In our view , this coMbination of vague 

statutory language and a police off icer ' s usually limited 

qualifications as a diagnostician may p resent serious problems 

in applying the Manitoba amendment. The language , which 

authorizes detention of t.'1ose believed to be mentally disor

dered and manifesting abnormal behaviour, in essence Emdows 

the police officer with a broad discretionary power. It is 

simply unclear what behaviour will fall within the literal 

language of the s tatute . 

In Ontario the legislation defining the similar 

police power unc"'..er section 10 of "The Men t al Health Act" 

requires not only that the person apprehended be app arently 

suffering from mental disorder and observed to be acting in 

a manner that is disorderly , but also, that the peace officer 

be satis fied that the delay in obtaining a warrant by judicial 

process " would be dangi~rous" . Although it is certn.inl.y more 

cons istent with the concern to maximize civil libertieis than 

is t he Manitoba amendment , section 10 was nevertheless much 

criticized by the McRuE?r Commission I nquiry into Civil Right s 

in Ontario, which labelled it "insufficient to safeguard 
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the rights of the Individual" (Royal Commission Inquiry Into 

Civil Rights , Report No. 1 , Vol . 3 at 1233 (1968)) . 

The s ubstance of the McRuer Cowmission's argument 

was that the powers gran ted to police by section 10 were much 

wider than the power to arrest g iven police officers in other 

cases and, that the wording in the section "if he is 

that the person should be examined in the interests of his 

own safety . . " (which is identical in the Manitoba draft ) 

was excessively subjective and should be replaced with an 

objective condition such as "if he has r easonable grounds to 

believe" or "if he believes on reason able gro unds" . This 

suggestion has since been incorporated i nto the Ontario 

statute and the pre sent provision is one in which we find 

considerable merit ("The Mental Health Act", R. S.O. 1970, 

c. 269, s. 10 as amended by "An Act to Amend the Mental Hea lth 

Act", S.O . 1978, s. 5). 

We note too that the Ontario statute p rovides that 

upon appre hension by police, medical examin.ation of the 

individual shall be conducted forthwith. Iin Manitoba's d raft 

provision th,ere is no such requirement and presumably c ornMi ttal 

could be ind,efini te . Although it might be lawful and 

under statut,e , such detention would be a rbi trary and undesi

rable . Very often medical experts will the1'!1selves disagree 

on the need for certification and it seems illogical, if not 

reckless, to expect the police to exercise a similar judgment 

which is not immediately subject to confirmation and conuni ttal, 

or prompt release. 

OTHER AREAS OPEN TO CRITTCISM 

The Clarkson Report on Mental Health in Manitoba 

has suggested that, while the law should make it easier to 
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take emergency action, it should in turn make it harder to 

detain people in custody under the Act. In contrast to the 

draft amendment it recommends that "The Mental Health Act" 

be rewritten and that it incorporate the more scrupulous 

concarn for the patient's civil rights that is included in 

other recent legislation. That is a principle with which 

the Commission is in 9eneral agreement. In our view the 

present~ental Health Ac~fails to ensure that persons subject 

to the mental commi tm,ent procedure will receive e ven the most 

basic procedural probections which are presently available 

in other types of leg.al proceedings . The draft amendment, 

in addition to its own shortcomings , falls far short of 

remedying e ven this. 

For example , in the present "Mental Health Act" 

the Director of Psychiatric Services and the Superintendent 

of a hospital have broad sweeping powers of detention. 

Section 4(1) of the Act enumerates the powers of the Director 

who may admit and de tain for examination and treatment as 

pat i ents in any hospi·tal such persons as he may c.eem proper 

to be so a dmitted and detained . Similarly in section 4(2) 

the Superintendent or medical offi cer in charge of a hospital 

may admit and detain for examination and t reatment a:s patients 

in the hospital of which he is in charge such p e r s ons as he may 

deem proper to be so .admitte d and detained . In each case the 

Director and/or the Superintendent may designate any suitably 

qualified person to act on his behalf to carry out any or all 

of the duties to be carried o ut by him. 

Thes e sec t i ons would appear to g i ve the medical 

officers involved an ,excessive amount of authority without 

holding them liable f,or negligence in discharging th1:!ir duties . 

It does not, for exampl e, appea r t o be r equired that the 
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Director or his designee entertain even a reasonable belief 

that an individual is mentally disorde red and a.s a result 

in need of examination or treatment before his admission. 

Furthermore section 94(1) of the Act provides 

that no responsibility for the detention or c us tody of a 

person rests with the officers or staff of a hospital where 

the person in question is held in accordance with its provi

sions . It appears to us that under these sections the 

Director's immuni ty may e xtend to r ende r him free frore tort 

liability even in the face of an allegation of gross negli

gence against him. 

Aside from the Director and Superintendemt "The 

Mental Health Act" also gives the medical p ractitioner a 

considerable amount of p ower in his or her own ri~rht. In 

Manitoba certification of a mental disorder by one~ medical 

practitioner, or by one psychiatrist, is all that is needed 

to commit a person to a mental hospital. This certificate 

may be based on a single medical examination which, along 

with the practitioner's belief that "the person should be 

confined as a patiEwt at a hospital", is all that is necessary 

to effectively depl:-ive an individual of his liberty, legal 

rights and individuality, at least for an initial period of 

twenty-one days. Furthermore there is no til'le limit placed 

on how long may elapse after this examination before the 

certificate is written so that in theory a physician could 

examine a patient ,:md issue a certificate weeks or months 

later, at which tirne his condition may well have changed. 

Besides the examination predating the certificate, 

the certificate itself may not be acted upon for some consi

derable period of time. The experience of a wowan who was 
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committed to Bellevue under a similar provision of the New 

York statute on the authority of a six week olc certificate 

illustrates the abuse which this type of provision ma y cause.* 

The certificate described several minor reasons for 

commitment, chief among which was the allegation that the 

woman in question was "guarding the public bathroom" in her 

Brooklyn hotel. But after the certifice.te was writte:n, and 

two weeks before she was apprehende d and committed, the woman 

had moved to another hotel w!itth a private bath , therelby 

removing the principal reason for complaint (B . J . Enns, 

"Civil Liber ties and Mental Illness" , 7 Cri m. L . B. 101 at 

p . 1 14 (1971)) . We can only conclude that if a limit were 

placed o n how much timca! could elapse after which a certificate 

could not be acted upo111, this important change in circumstances 

would have become know111 , and in all p rob ability the woman 

would not have been committe d . Similar situations in Manitoba 

could also be avoided i n t his way . 

Another report before us i ndicates that it is 

quite c ommon in this p ;rovince for physici ans' certificates 

to be inadequat ely filled out and for no c orroborat i nq evidence 

t o be elicited from relatives or anyone e l se (Dr.W.G. Lamberd, 
"Observations on " The l\fental Heal th Act" and Proposals f or 

Changes" , 1978 (unpubli shed)). Frequently the cer tifi c ate 

issued is taken to a p1rovincial judge who then issues a 

warrant for apprehension of the patient which is carried 

out by the police under section 9 . Appa rently it is rare 

indeed for a magistratE! to do any thing more than read the 

*Section 78 of The Nei,; York Nental Hygi e ne Law is the standard 
admissio n section . An1ong other things i t authorizes detention 
based upon nothing more t h a n the unwritten, unsworn allegation 
of a layman. In this case, however, the wo man was committed 
on the a uthr,rity of a wri tten statement f rom the Welfare 
Depar tment . 

https://certifice.te
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certificate and sign the warrant. Of course the application 

is ex parte but the magistrate is empowered , although not 

required by the Act, to hear evidence under oath with 

to the medical condition of the patient. 

T'he initial twenty-one day p eriod of detention 

for a compulsory patient may be extended if in the opinion 

of a psychiatrist on t he staff of t he hospital , the compulsory 

patient is Hin need of treatment that is likely to extend 

beyond twenty-one da y stt . This ext ension must be issued by 

the Directo,r, a justice of t he peace or a judge for such 

further periods as may be necessary . However, section 11(2) 

of the Act states that before making such an order under 

subsection (1) the Director , a justice of the peace or a 

magistrate shall ccnsider such evidence as may be adduced 

before him with reference to the mental condition of the 

person and if he is satisfied that the !=)erson is in need 

of treatment as alleged he s'lall grant the, o rder . 

'/l., recent study by two lawyers of Legal Aid Manitoba 

{A Guide to HThe Mental Health Acttt by April Katz and Norman 

Larsen, 1975, unpublished) indicates that there is relatively 

little consideration of any evidence by the provincial judge 

in these situations . It says this: 

A recent change under section 11 of the Ac t 
illustrates the point we are making about the 
reliance everyone has on doctors, ancil the awe 
with which doctors and the subject of' mental 
illness are held by the lP.gal profession. Section 
11 provides that if a person in a hospital is 
considered by a psychiatrist to be in need of 
treatment that would be more than 21 days, an 
applic:ation to extend the person's stay beyond 
21 days can be made to the Director c,f Psychiatric 
Services for Manitoba or to a justice, of the peace 
or to a magistrate. Until 1974 , certain psychia
trists in Manitoba were appointed as magistrates 
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with power to extend a person's stay in a hospital 
beyond the 21 days. The situation then was that 
the same psychiatrist who was aoplying for an ex
tension could also grant it! The practice was all 
the more unsatisfactory by the fact that the Act 
does not reauire that the oatient or his relatives 
be given notice of the appiication, neither the 
patient or anyone else has to be present for the.. 
hearing, and sworn evicence is not required. Part 
of the reason for the lack of such procedures may 
well be to save the patient embarrassment and str~ss, 
but clearly there could be better provisions for 
the needs · and rights of the patient and his family. 

In an apparent attem?t to make the applica tion for 
extension a nore just procedure, it recently became 
policy to have all applications for extension 
heard by a judge of th2 ~1anitoba provincial judges 
court. '!'he procedure now used in at least one 
Manitoba centre (which h~s a mental hospital nearby) 
is for the application to be sent to the office 
of the designated judge. Along with the application, 
the doctor sends a letter indicating that in his 
opinion further treatment is required. Also 
included with every application is a typed order 
of extension, completed and ready for the judge's 
signature. The standard procedure is for the 
order to be signed and sent back to the hospital 
without any hearing, and with the judge considering 
only the evidence submitted by the hospital. There 
is no chance for anyone to suggest anything, becc1use 
no one except the hospital authorities and the judge 
know what is happeming. 

We do not say that: errors are being made or that 
orders of extension are being wrongfully made. 
We do suggest that the procedure May be too siMple, 
with little or nothing in the way of checks and 
balances to see that the patient or his family, 
or both, are informed and protected. He also 
wonder whether the court's involvement shouldn't 
be for more than giving standard and ready approval 
to the actions and wishes of medical people. The 
psychiatrists may not now be granting extension 
orders, but it seems that they might as well be. 
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It should be noted from the above sections and the 

comments on them by the Legal Aid authors, that a person who 

is admitted as a compul sory patient , whether it be under 

section 8, 9 or section 15 of " The Mental Health Act" , may 

be detained for up to 21 days under the initial committal 

order. At the end of that period an application may be made 

for an order to extend the confinement, if the person is, 

in the opinion of the a ttending psychiatrist, "in need of 

treatment likely to extend in excess of twenty-one days", 

and the Dire·ctor or justice of the peace considering the 

matter is satisfied that the pers on is so in need. This 

order once g·ranted is indefinite and , in fact , can last 

for the life, of the person unless and until the order is 

discharged by the Director or by the Superintendent or 

medical officer in charge of the hospital. No requirement 

that the person be a danger to himself or others exi sts for 

this compuls;ory and indeterminate detention. What is more, 

no notice of' these proceedings need be give,n to the patient 

or to his/her next- of-kin. 

Doctors tell us that these powers, are not abused and 

that the usual period of extension requesteid and granted is 

two to three! months , a period of time which bears a relation

ship to the usual clinical course of mental illness and its 

meaningful treatment. In general the rnedic:al profession 

maintains that wherever possible an attempt: to contact the 

next-of-kin is made. The legislation however prescribes 

no such limit, either on the length of a given period of 

e x tension or on the number of ext~nsions of treatl"lent that 

may be reque!sted. Thus it would seem that the Act carries 

with it a dual potential for abuse. Persons committed under 

it can be he!ld for the rest of their lives and in most of 

these cases,, as demonstrated by the Legal Ji.id report, will 
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never receive a proper judicial hearing. 

To borrow again from the Legal Aid ~eport, ""The 

Mental Health Act" is very much a doctor's law", with, it 

would seem, very little in the way of adequate legal safe

guards. As we have seen, committal under the Act can poten

tially result in incarceration for a period extending up to a 

person ' s lifetime . In actuality it continues indefinitely 

until the person who is detained as a compulsory patient i s 

"in the opinion of the Director or Superintendent of the 

hospital where the pers o n is confined, recovered from his 

mental disorder a n d coP1petent to act for himself" (section 
24(1)) . 

This immense power which the legislation giv,es to 

the Director of Psychiatric Services and other medical profes

sional s has not, unfortunately, been balanced by any spelled 

out appeal procedure by or on behalf of the patient , such as 
a review board , a tribunal or other mechanism. An app,eal 

will lie as of right from the Director's , etc. decision to 

a judge of the County Court and is provided in section 26(1), 

with a furthe r appeal to the Court of Appeal. But while 

section 26(1) gives the right of appeal from "any orde .r, 

decision or rulin g", medical certificates committing an 

individual to hospital for examination or treatment do not 

appear to be included i:n this section. In any event, the 

right of appeal to the Court of Appeal is exercisable only on 

a question of law to determine the legality of the detE:!ntion . 

This right is rather in:significant, as the determination of a 

person's sanity is always a question of fact, not law. As 

far as we could determi 1ne there has never been such an appeal 

in Manitoba, a fact whi,ch would appear to leave the IT\atter of 
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the proprie,ty of confi nemen t or discharge very much in the 

discretion of the medica l profession. 

Certainly another of the possible contributing 

factors to the lack of recourse and appeals carr ied to our 

courts under "The Mental Health Act" is that the onus of 

corning forward and i nitiating the legal process has always 

been on thei patien t . Unless he is ver y ag·gressive (and many 

mental patients are not) it is unlikely th.at a person committed 

under the Ac t will challenge the supe r vising psychiatrist 

and attempt to appeal his hospitali zation. Furthern,ore no 

one i s required by the st:at:ute t:o notify p2tient:s of thei r 

legal rights of appeal . Sometime s f amily members are aware 

of available, legal remedies or have been told of them but the 

obvious problem with this is that the frurily interests and 

those of the patient may be in conflict. In contrast to the 

legislation in othe r jurisdictions and indeed to the Criminal 

Code, Manitoba ' s mental health legislation gives no heed 

to these conflicting interests and conditions. 

Under federal law there must be a periodic review 

of al1 those, persons held in institutions who have been found 

not guilty a,f criminal offences because of their mental condi 

tion. Only these cases are reviewed by the nental Board of 

Review every six months a t the instance of the State. While 

there is sucih a board to deal regularly with patients 

to ment al institutions following criminal charges there is 

no similar machinery for other mental patients. 

For several years now the Manitoba Division of the 

Canadian Men.ta.l Health Association has been rec,:uesting amend

ments to the, provincial legislation to guarantee the mandatory 
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review at regular intervals of all patients compulsorily 

confined to hospitals . Without such a review process, says 

the Canadian Mental Health Association report, there is no 

guarantee that a patient will be examined regularly to see if 

his mental condition is such that he is improved or recovered 

adequately to the point where he could be released. If an 

order is granted which would confine a patient to hospital 

for a lengthy period or even permanently, the patient could 

conceivably be " forgotten" . That very situation revealed 

itself in Alberta after the discovery, some years ago, by the 

Alberta Ombudsman of a man who had nee dlessly spent more than 

20 years in a mental institution. 

In Manitoba, the Ombudsman's function with res p e ct 

to "The Mental Health Act" has been to check and i nvestigate , 

on written complaint or his own initiative , all matters rela

tin g to its administration leading up to and subsequent to, 

detention . According· to the Ombudsman this might include a 

review of c e rtificati on by medical practitioners (section 

9(1) ) , warrants to apprehend and convey (section 9(2)), orders 

of extension (section 11(1)) , changes in status of patients 

from voluntary to compulsory or vice versa, as well as noti

fications of relative,s and so on . 

While the work of the o ffi ce of the OI!lbudsman may 

go a long way to rest.ore our and the public ' s confidence in 

the fairness of the r!ilental heal th sys tem and its concern for 

individual rights and due process, in actuality his juris

diction and authority are s e vere!y limited. He is empo1-1ered 

to deal only with matters of a dministration as distinct 

from matters of professional opinion by medical or pi;ychiatric 

doctors so that he has, for example, no statutory authority 
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to question or initiate a rev iew of a medical opinion, either 

as to the committal or continuing detention of a patient. 

In practicei, where patients or their families are dissatisfied 

with the diagnosis or decision of a mediCcll practitioner or 

the medical. staff at a hospital, they may submit to the Ombuds

man the n ame of a psychiatrist of their choice and arrangements 

may be made? by his office for an independe,nt psychiatric 

assessment. This procedure is not, however, a matter of 

right and while the Directors of some o f o,ur mental health 

institutions have accepted the Ombudsman's recomme ndation for 

an independent examination on a number of occasions, the 

practice is truly an informal one which continues bec ause of 

the cooperation and goodwill of the se v a rious hosp ital 

officials (Manitoba. Office of the Ombudsman, Report of the 

Ombudsman, Jan. 1, 1973 - Dec. 31, 1973, 9, 77-79, 87-89). 

In addition, the Ombu~sman is further restricted by 

section 18 (d) of "The Ombudsman Act" (C.C. S.M. cap. 045) 

which actually bars him from investigating "any decision, 

recomme ndation, act or omission in respect of which there 

is, under any Act, a right of appeal or objection or a right 

to apply for a review on the merits of the case to any court 

or tri bunal ... whether or not that right . .. has been 

exercised in the particular case . " unless "it r'.fould 

have been unreasonable to expect the complainant to resort 

to the tribunal or court ...". 

Inadequate as these remedies are , the pro blem for 

the mental health patient is further aggravated by the fact 

that he will in all probability, be ignorant of them. If a 

person is charged with a criminal offence the court will see 

to it that he has legal representation, especially where he 

is unable to afford its cost. such, unfortunately, has not 
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been the case where the question of an individual ' s liberty 

is before the quasi-judicial administrative officers and 

other officials who operate pursuant to "The l!ental Health 

Act". 

In our view, adequate safeguards have not, on the 

whole, been bui1 t into this Act, either to provide th,e 

mental health patient with appropriate medical review or, 

alternatively, recours,e to the courts. There is a geineral 

consensus among the me1mbers of our Cormnission that ch,3.nges 

in Manitoba ' s "Mental Health Act" are necessary. We are a.lso 

in basic agreement as to what some of these changes should 

include : for example , more efficient emergency apprehension 

procedures should be enacted, the Act should permit a law 

officer to detain a pe:rson who seems to be dangerous as a 

result of mental illness and to convey that p e rson to a 

psychiatric facili ty f<:>r assessment - wit hout a warr ant from 

a judge or magistrate . However, the c riteria f or coITIIni t t able 

mental disorders should be made more precise: there ought 

to be a strict time limit on initial confinement, a ftE~r which 

a revie w should be manda t ory; mental institutions should be 

legally required to give a patient a c omplete e xplanation o f 

his rights; and friendi; and rela tives should be notifi ed prompt l y. 

The initial commitment of a patient should be reviewed by an 

independent tribunal, :judge or psychiat r i st - not by t he s ame 

doctor or psychiatric facility which initiated committal. 

In addition the present practice of discretionary 

hospital discharge is unsatisfactory . In its place should 

be some form of automatic, periodic review of each p a tient's 

present condition and h i s/he r need for continuing hospitaliza

tion. The Review Board might, for e xample, determine that the 
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detention and treatment of a person be continued on a comp ul

sory basis or, in the altern ative, order that tlhe person be 

released, or that he be p e r mitted to r emain in the facility 

as a voluntary p atient . Patients and their fri,ends and f ami lies 

who still feel aggrieved mi ght also have some s,elf-initia ted 

period right of access, at little or no cost, to the review 

tribunal for appeal, as well as having availabl,e t h e existing 

procedures of habeas corpus, appeals to the Cownty Court and 

the a s sistance of the p rovincial Ombudsman . 

PUBLIC RESPONSE 

Having c onsidered these and other ~atters, the Com

mission prepared some tent ative proposals whic h were circu

latea to certain interested pers ons and o rganizations in the 

province's mental health system, including the Depart~ent of 

Health and Social Development, the Canadian Mental Health 

Association , the Manitoba Psychiatric Association and others 

who had demonstrated some interest in and knowledge of the 

subjec t . These proposals were prepared as a legislative 

draft but were far from final in both content and form , even 

as tentative proposals . They we re, however, intended as a working 

draft to stimulate discussion and response and to delineate 

certain notional ingredients whi ch we wished, at the very 

least, to recommend as essential reforms. 

In the main, these proposals incorporated the 

Commission's view at the time, that a person should be 

detained and treated only insofar as is necessary to restrain 

him and to relieve immediate danger to that person or to others. 

If he then fails to commit himself as a coMpulsory patient, 

the person should have the opportunity to contact his or her 

family, lawyer, physician or friend, etc. , before he is 
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required to submit to any medical examination. The inquiry 

as to whether the person will be admitted as a compulsory 

patient and examined and treated or not should be either 

"in camera" or in open court at the option of the person. 

The Commission was also unanimous at that stage, 

in asserting that there ought to be a regular and fn!quent 

review of all compulsory patients. 

We now have copies of a large number of responses 

to these proposals. These responses, in the main, e:<press 

a rather negative view of our proposed "due process" pro

visions. In general, the approach taken by many physicians 

has ~een that "The Mental Health Act" should provide for formal 

(involuntary or compulsory) emergency treatment as e}cpeditiously 

as possible . The issue of effective emergency procedure 

raises a "chicken-or-E!gg" question which the Commission had 

earlier resolved in favour of adjudication first, to be 

followed by examination and treatment. 

Many members within the medical profession are 

opposed to this view, however. Their representations indicate 

that in practice, where a person is behaving "dangerously" 

there will be no time for judicial review and no timet to 

question a medical certificate or to consult a friend or counsel. 

In their view the expeidiency of these situations demands 

that the patient forgo his civil rights and that he be examined 

and treated before legal proceedings to question the detention 

are heard. Part and parcel of that requirement is that the Act 

itself should continue to allow the medical health officials 

the necessary leeway for informed and professional judgments. 
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By way of specific example, we cite the thoughtful 

response of staff members at the Brandon Me ntal Health 
Centre and the Selkirk Mental Health Centre, from many of 

whom we heard, either as groups or individually. In general 

their assessment was that: 

(a) the procedures suggested were unwieldly; 

(b) the p:·ocedures, if implemented would probably 
obstruct the obtaining of treatment fnr some 
patients; 

(c) eimergencies would not be well handled; 

(d) the suggestions tended to encourage an 
E!Xcessively "legal" app roa ch to an essentially 
medical problem; and 

(e) the emphasis on civil rights was theoretically 
tenable, but rested on an absence of evidence 
that there has been any reason to be concerned 
that civil rights are not protected in fact, 
by the present system. 

'l'he Manitoba Psychiatric Association also reported 

considerable objection to our proposals by its menbers. After 

a study of them for a period of some eighteen months, the 

Association expressed its opinion to us by means of a number 

of resolutions adopted by its general membership, reiterating 

its long-standing view that emergency apprehension procedures 

were necessary to facilitate the care and treatment of 

persons who seem to be dangerous as a result of mental 

disorder, as follows: 

#13 . .. that a peace officer or constable may 
apprehend a person, whom they judge to be so 
emotionally disordered as to be a danger to them
selves or others, by reason of his actions. 

The peace officer or constable may then bring the 
emotionally disordered person to a psychiatric 
treatment facility for a medical examination . 
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Notwithstanding this resolution the Association 

seemed to agree that, 9iven the past record of civil commit

ment some legal modification in most other areas of the 

mental health process was essential to ensure that ri9hts of 

the mental health patiemt will in future be protected while 

he is under the care of the psychiatrist or psychiatric 

facility in question. 

Not all o f our psychiatrist correspondents e,xpressed 

negative opinions o f the type of legislation we proposed. 

One opinion which not c,nly seemed to lend support to our 

draft prov isions but in.deed to go much farther was outlined 

in p a rt as follows : 

Some of the princi ples to be considere d in new 
proposals for mental health acts are as follows: 

1. Principle of the l east restrictive setting. 
This is that no person should be admitted 
to a treatment facility unless a prior 
determination is made that the facility 
is the least restrictive setting necessary 
for that person . 

2 . Prin ciple of in~orrnal a dmission. No person 
should be formally, that is compulsorily, 
admitted t o hospital unless it has been 
pre viously determined that he is unwilling 
to enter informally. 

3. Principle of the right to treatment. The 
use of compulsory powers on the grounds 
of mental diso rder is only justifiable 
when there is a good prospect of benefit 
to the patient from the treatment proposed 
and a patient should only be formally 
admitted to hospital if he is capable of 
benefitting from treatment. 
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4. Rights of hospitals. Hospitals should not 
b◄e coIT1pelled by law to a dIT1i t compulsory 
patients. They should judge the need for 
admission on medical and social grounds only . 

5. The principle of mandatory review and appeal. 
The re should be a mandatory reviBW of all 
p atients compulsorily confined to hospitals 
at regular intervals. The burden of coming 
forward should be on the review .and appeal 
system and not on the patient or his 
relative. 

6. The principle of "best i nteres ts of the child" . 
In the ca se of children parents' inte rests 
do not necessarily coincide with the interests 
of the child and in these cases issue s should 
be decide d by a review body in the bes t 
interests of the child only. 

7. 'I'he principle of patient rights. Both formal 
and informal patients should have certain 
designated rights. These rights should be 
outlined in mental health legislation. 

We have set out in some detail the tenor and in a 

few ins tances, the actual expression of the responses of 

those persons and organiza tions who are c l osely affected by 

and concerned with "The Uental Health Act" not only because 

is useful in formulating our own recommendations but because 

in this case the details reveal two iir.portant conclusions: 

(1) that the strong opposition to our proposals stems large~ 

from the rn1edical profession's desire to see enacted effective 

emergency procedures; and (2) that otherwise the profession 
is committed, or at least responsive, to the need for reform 

in the area of civil safeguards for the mental health 
We have been persuaded to re-examine this issue to 

our original proposals in light of these factors. 
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CIVIL COMMI,..MEN? IN OTHER JURISDICTIONS: NEW LEGISLATIOi-1 

As mentione!d previously, most of the mental health 

legislation throughout Canada does make provision fc,r the 

police to apprehend and detain allegedly mentally ill persons 

without a warrant. At the same time, however, the legislation 

in some of these provinces, in particular P1.lberta and Ontario, 

which are the forerunners in this field, and more re,cently 

Nova Scotia which enacted new legislation in 1977, s:o jealously 

safeguards and protec:ts the rights of the mentally ill on 

admission to hospital that it is in this respect, ar-1ongst 

the most progressive in Canada. 

"The Mental Health Act" (S.A. 1972, c. 118) was 

passed by the Alberta1 Legislature on November 22, 19 72 and 

since its proclamation has been the subject of continual 

revision. Accordinc; to repr,rts the expressed purpose of this 

legislation is to provide advanced civil liberties protection, 

insofar as this is consistent with the effective treatment 

of mental disease. 

For example,, the Act prescribes very specific limi

tations under which a. person can be involuntarily admitted 

to a treatment facility. A form issued pursuant to section 25 

of the Act, which refers to an involuntary conveyance and 

examination certifica.te r e quires the signature of a registered 

therapist or a physic,ian. This form certifies that the 

therapist or physician has examined the person named in the 

certificate and that in his opinion the person is suffering 

from a mental disorder and is in a condition presenting a 

danger to himself or others. This certificate is not valid 

unless it is completed within 72 hours of the personal exa

mination of the person n amed in the certificate. 

https://certifica.te
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Onc:e comp leted by the therapist or physician , the 

certificate is sufficient authori ty to convey the person 

named to a "Eaci li ty" and for one or more therapists or phy

sicians to prescribe for, to treat, to care for, detain and 

control the person while he is being so conveyed until the 

time he arrives at the facility for a period of 24 hours 

thereafter . 

We also note that as soon as possible , but in any 

event not later than 24 hours after his arrival, a physician 

and a therapist or two physicians, after independent exami

nations, must: confirm the order of conveyanc:e and examination 

b y certifyinq that t he person i s suffe ring from mental d isorder , 

is in a condition presenting a danger to h imself or others, 

and, is unsuitable f or admission other t han as a formal 

patient . Otherwise the person will be released. 

The fact that the Alberta legislation authorizes 

accredited therapists to participate in the commitIT1ent of 

its patients is consistent with the fact that today ma ny 

people actually receive counselling and treatment for their 

mental disorders in their homes , long b e fore~ they reach the 

stage where t.hey have to be admitted to hospital for more 

formal help . Physicians , in particular psychiatrists, are 

not after all readily available to see patiemts in a home 

setting. As a resul t, this task must be delegated to other 

suitably qualified individuals. In Mani toba, for example, 

it is not doctors but social workers and mor e usually, regis

tered psychiatric nurses (R.P.N . ) , who now 90 out into the 

community tr,;ating people on an out-patient basis. 

In fact however , what began as an attempt to imple

ment this simple practical concept in Albert.a has appar ently 
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aroused a storm of debate in that province concerning the 
competence of types of therapists to diagnose and treat 

mental illness. As a result, Alberta therapists have never 

actua lly been registered or empowered to act pursuant to 

this legislation and there is now a proposal before the 

Alberta Legislature to remove these sections from "The Mental 

Health A c t". In their place, however, there is a further 

proposal under consideration by the Alberta Department of 

Social Services (Ment a l Health Services), to seek the creation 

of a special category of individuals each empowered simply 

to take a patient to a physician or facility for ex amination. 

It is envisaged that there will be a relatively la:rge number 

of suchindividuals, many from the public health professions 

but others of whom might lack formal quali f ications but who 
would nevertheless be community leaders. 

Apart from the prescription of treatment , this 
Commission considers that the use of regi stere d psychiatric 

nurses to assess the! need for and to compel psychi c1tric 

examination is appropriate. While we appreciate that there 

is psychiatric expertise in many of the public heaith profes

sions, including registered nursing (R.N.), social work and 

psychology, we ne vertheless believe that next to physicians, 

r e gistered psychiatric nurses are best qualified to deal with 

mental illness . In our view, these personnel, who take a 

training course of two years in length , and are strictly 

regulate d under "The Regi s te r ed Psy c hiatric Nurses .11.ssociation" 

and "The Ps y chiatric Nurses Tra i ning Act" (C . C.S.M. cc. Pl70, 

Pl80) are competent to recognize potential cases of mental 

disease and, within prescribed limitations should b1~ permitted 

to sign conveyance certificates so that a patient may be 
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taken to hospital for an examination at an early stage. 

Qualified psychiatrists would then be available to examine 

the patient to determine whether or not furthE!r care and 

commitment are necessary. We think that the use of the 

registered psychiatric nurses in this way would be an important 

element in crisis interve ntion and is in line with that approach 

which is more J~eliant on comrnuni ty resources . 

In Alberta, a p e rson may also be conveyed to a 

treatment facility when inforJ'lation on oath is brought before 

a provL1cial judge setting forth the grounds, as above, on 

which it is bel ieved that such person is suffeiring from a 

mental disorder , and is in a condition presenting a danger 

to himself or others. The provincial judge is then r equired 

to make an inquiry and , if satisfied that an eixami nation of 

the person is appropriate in the interest of safety and can 

be arranged in no other way , may issue a warrant to apprehend 

and convey the person for e xamination at a treiatment facility. 

As stated, if a peace officer observes a person 

Happarently suffering from mental di sordertt, in a condition 

presenting a danger to h imself or others and acting in a 

disorderly manner, and the circumstances are such that to 

proceed to obtain an order from a judge authorizing the 

apprehension and examination would be dangerous, the peace 

officer may take that person to a facility where he will be 

detained 24 hours until he is examined. 

In each of these cases, if a certificate of convey

ance and examination is confirmed within the 24 hours by 

two physicians or by a therapist and one physician, the 

patient may be observed, examined, cared for, treated , controlled 

and detained at the treatment facility for a period of one 

month from the date the second admission certificate i s 

issued. 
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We also note that the Alberta legislation prohibits 

the detention of a patient in a mental institution for an 

indefinite time period. The longest period in respect of 

which a certificate of renewal may be issued is six months , 

and this certificate may only be issued after two other 

certificates of renewal for a period of no more than two 

months have already been issued. 

Not only does the concept of issuing renewal certi

ficates prohibit the admiss ion of a patie nt for an indefinite 

period of time , but it also p rovides for a systematic review 

of the patient's condition . For example , the Act prohibits 

the issuance of renewal certificate s , either by physicians 

or therapists, unle ss first of all , they have personally 

examined the patient and, secondly are of the opinion that 

the patient continues to suff er f rom a mental disorder t o the 

e x tent that he is in a condition p r esenting a danger to himself 

or others. Also the period of detenti on will not be ,extended 

unless at least two renewal certificates are so provided . 

Further periods of ext,ension a re n ot permitted unless r enewa l 

certificates a re issued p rior to the e xpiry of the initial 

one month detention period from the date of a dmi ssion . 

Subsequent certificate:s must be issued p r ior t o the e xpiry of 

the term of the i mmediately preceding certificate, otherwis e 

the patient becomes a voluntary patient not s ubject to detention 

and is to be properly advised of this fac t . 

CERTI FICATION AND REVI EW 

The Alberta :statute provides the additional proce

dural safeguard of an .independent panel or r eview boaird. 

This panel is composed of legal and psychiatric experts who 

are independent of hospital administration a nd who ar«e em

powered to review and appr ove or c ancel certificates of 

admission, renewal and incapacity. Mandatory hearing:s 
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before this panel a re not automatic but thE~ patient does have 

the right to a f ormal hearing at his request with SOJ'!le res

tric tion on the n umber and timing of these applications . 

'I'lhe idea of the establishme nt of a provincial 

mental health review t ribunal is not new; nor is it unique 

to Albert a . In fact a s omewhat similar scheme was suggested 

for adoption in Manitoba in 1973 when, at the time Cabinet 

considered the amen dment regarding police 1::?mer gency app re

hension procedures , it conside red a further proposal to expand 

the present jurisdiction of "Th e Minister':s Board" es tablished 

under Part II of "The 11ental Hea l th Act" t() review the cases 

of mentally retarded persons in this province , to include 

revie ws of hospital patients who suffer fr()rn mental d isorders 

within the meaning of the Act . The intent of this amendment 

was to provide both a yearly review of each patient's case, 

as well as a procedure whereby, on behalf ,of patients, their 

families and friends could apply on request, at any time 

within that year , f o r hospital discharge . The specific pro

vision as it was then proposed , follows: 

s. 26.1(1) The board established under Part II 
(s. 28) shall at least once a year review the case 
of every person 1vho is confined at a hospital under 
this Act for a year or more and after the review 
may 

(a) determine that the detention and treatment 
of the person be continued; or 

(b) order that the person be released from the 
hospital. 

s. 26.l (2) Notwithstanding subsection (1), the 
parent o r gu a rdian of a perso n c onfined at a 
hospital under this Act, or any person mentioned 
in subsecti on 8(1) may, at any time, apply to the 
board to have the case of the person reviewed and 
the board ma y de a l with the application in accor
dan c e with subsection (1) . 
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While we ar,e of the opinion that it is co:mJmendable 

that a Minister's or other Board of Review should review the 

cases of patients detained in hospital, whether on a voluntary 

or compulsory basis, at least once a year, we are not of the 

opinion that this sug,gested amendment be passed into law. 

In our view more specific, detailed and studied provisions 

are required. 

For example, section 28 of the Act, which deals 

with the composition of "The Minister's Board" provides for 

the appointment by th,e Lieutenant-Go vernor-in-Counci l to 

it, of no fewer than five and no more than t en persons, two 

of whom shall be duly qualified medical practitioners, one 

a member of the Law Society of ~anitoba and at least two of 

whom shall be appointed from the citizens of the province 

at large, and o': whom neither shall be a duly qualifiLed 

medical practitioner nor a member of the Law Society .. With 

the exception of theSE:! requirements, however, no other guide

lines, regulations or prohibitions exist to deterrninE~ quali

fication for membership on this board , a situation substantially 

different than in most other jurisdictions where review boards 

are already operating . Moreover, in other jurisdicti ons the 

number of members serving on review panels is generaJLly not 

greater than five and frequently less . 

In Alberta, where the Minister of Social Services 

and Community Health :Ls obliged to establish one or more 

review panels f or the p rovince, four-member panels each 

comprised of a psychiatrist, a physician , a solicitor and a 

person representa tive of the general public, have beem 

appo inted for each hospi tal. Prior to the 1972 amendment 

of this Act however , the .~lberta legislation provided for a 

three-member panel . ~~his same approach has been adopted in 
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England, wherie the Lord Chancellor h as established r eview 

tribunals for each Regional Hospital Board. Once again, 

their composition is governed by legislation which, very 

briefly, requires that each tribunal consist of representatives 

of the legal ,and Medical professions as well as lay persons . 

As for the lay members, they must have "such experience in 

administration, such knowledge of the social services or such 

other qualifications or experience as the Lord Chancellor 

considers sui ,table" (Wood, "Mental Health Review Tribunals", 

10 !fedical Sc.ience and Lat>' 86, 88 (1970 )). 

In ithe Commission's view the establishment of one 

or more three--mernber panels as in the English and earlier 

Alberta legislation would be preferable to the establishment 

of the large ireview board envisaged by draft aJTtend:rnent 

s. 26.1(1). 1\lthough a larger body might attract a wide 

range of repn?sentation to its membership it might also 

produce problE?ms in s cheduling meetings and hearing dates, 

resulting in a slow down in the process of reiview. In our 

view a small panel would operate more speedily and efficiently. 

In addition to the advantage of size however an odd-numbered 

panel of threE? members will also dispense with the need to 

employ a tie-breaking procedure in the person of the Chairman , 

as in Alberta .. 

In Ontario, the creation of review tribunals has 

been criticize!d by the Mc'R.uer Conudssion Inqutiry Into Civil 

Rights because! their establishment in that jurisdiction 

to be entirely within the discretion of the provincial 

Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council (Report No. 1, Vol. 3 at 1235). 

Section 27 (1) of the Ontario Act merely state,s that the 

Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council "may" appoint a review board 

for any one or more psychiatric facilities . In Alberta the 
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establishment of these boards is mandatory, as it should be 

in Manitoba. In our view, the appointment of members to the 

review panels should be guaranteed by statute and each should 

be required to be composed of at least one psychiatrist and 

one solicitor . The selection of the third member is p,erhaps 

best left to the discretion of the ~1inister whose resp,onsi

bility it should be to encourage citizen involvement as he 

sees fit. 

Not all of our members favour this approach however. 

There are some of us who believe that greater medical :repre

sentation on each panel is necessary, for one thing, b,:!cause 

it will likely result i:n a panel more usefully equipped to 

determine the medical questions which will surely come before 

it . The majority of us do not agree. In our view it would 

be unwise and disruptiv,3 to the routine of the institutions 

to require any greater inurnber of psychiatrists or med±cal 

practitioners than is absolutely essential to be available 

for the hearings of the various review boards. Besides this 

however, we suspect that over-representation of the medical 

viewpoint is prone to result in just that - too medical an 

approach to the question of discharge , for example. lvith due 

respect to all of the p:rofessions, there is a growing feeling 

on the part of those outside the professional circles that 

law is too important to be left to the lawyers, educat i on too 

important to be turned over totally to teachers, and medicine 

too import ant to have only doctors make ethical and moral 

decisions. In our view a more balanced judqment is desirable 

and, while ever acknowledging the expertise of the medical 

profession on matters oJE' health, we are inclined to adopt 

the opinion of Professor J . C. Wood that "the coming togrether 

o f legal,medical and social viewpoints, with each considered 

on an equal footing produces a balanced jud gment that S'hould , 

if communication is successfully established, [provide] the 
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best chance':! of ach ievin g good sense and sound judgment" . 

'The Commission is divided on th1::! questi on of which 

persons to exclude from sitting on boards of revie w because 

of bias . Earlier, we referred to the fact that the proposed 

amendment for the e xpanded operation of the "Minister's Board" 

contained inadequate provi sions for the qualification of its 

members, particularly if it were to revie w the cases of 

mentally d isordered patients. As with any court o f l aw, 

the i ntegrity of an a dministr ative b oard o r tribunal depends 

upon its a ctual and perceived object i vity. Wi thout statutory 

prohibitions , i mpartiality i s difficult to maintai n, e spe

cially wht?re members of the board have e >cpe rienced profes

sional inv olvement with patients . 

In order to obviate this problE~m, in Alberta, no 

person who is related by blood or marria9e to a person applying 

to the panel, no psychiatrist who is treating or who has 

treated an applicant and no solicitor who is acting or has 

acted for an applicant is eligible to sit as a member or an 

alternate member of a panel. Furthermore no person who is 

serving as a member of the staff at a facility is eligible 

to sit as a member or alternate member of the panel when it 

is considering an application from a patient of the facility 

with which he is connected. 

'1'7hile a number of our members have suggested that 

the solution adopted by the Alberta Legislature would be 

satisfact ory for enactment in Manitoba at least two of us 

are concc::!rned that the exclusion of staff members noted 

above, is too broad. According to these members, psychiatrists 

and other medical personnel who have admi tting privileges at 

certain Manitoba hospitals are known as their consulting or 
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associate members of staff. In view of t he large numbers 

of psychiatrists who would be disqualified as a result of 

the position adopted by such hospita ls, it is proposed that 

the legislation exclude as panel members only active or 

full-time members of staff where the person appearing before 

the panel is from th.at facility . Only the se personnel it 

is suggested, have a sufficiently strong connection or asso

ciati on with a facility to infer some part iality or interest 

in the outcome of a prtient's r eview . In addition, these 

Commissioners suggest that the Alberta provision could be use

fully strengthened by restricting members of a lawyE:!r' s and 

psychiatrist ' s family, as well as the l awyer and psychiatrist 

i n question , from sitting on a panel where the psychiatrist 

or lawyer acts or ha:s acted, treats or has treated 1the 

applicant . 

Only one o:f our members has indicated strong objection 

both to the Alberta provision and to the proposal for its 

improvement . According to this member, no person should be 

eligible to sit as a member or a lternate member of a panel 

when it is consideriing an application for review by a patient 

with whom he or she .is acquainted. 

For the mo.st part, however , we are in agreement. 

On the whole we are 1much impressed by the Alberta lE:!gis-

lation, its procedur,es for comrni t tal and in particular 

those of its sections which deal with the provision of 

information to patients regarding their rights of access 

to the review boards. These sections are specifically 

designed to provide special assistance for mental health 

patients, many of whom have difficulty both in articulating 

their concerns and in appreciating the significance 
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of their legal r emedies. For example, in conjunction with 

this scheme the Alberta mental patient h~s the right (a) to 

be informed of the reason for his admission or continued 

detention "in s .irnple language" and (b) to be given a written 

statement of the authority of his detention, the function of 

the review panel and his right to apply to it for judicial 

review. Interpreters are required to be used where necessary. 

An applicant or his representative has the right 

to cross-examine during the presentation of evidence to the 

panel. If in the opinion of the panel there may be an 

adverse effect on the applicant's health by his presence, he 

may be excludecl. In that event however, the review panel 
must see to it that a person is appointed to c1ct in the 

patient's behalf if he does not already have representation. 

In Ontario the review board has a s i milar jurisdiction. 

Patients invohmtarily committed have a right to committal 

and renewal henring and the state cannot continue to detain 

unless it can once again show that without hospitalization 

"the patient is suffering from mental disorder of a natur e 

or quality likely to result in serious bodily harm to t he 

pati ent . .. another person; or i mminent and serious physical 

impairment of the patient". 

The review process is initiated by the patient but 

on the completion of the fourth certificate of renewal 

(after 9 months + 2 weeks) and on completion of every 

fourth certificate of renewal thereafter (every 12 months), 

the patient is deemed to have applied in prescribed form to 

the chairman of the review board for a hearing. As a further 

safeguard 1.he Ontario statute requires a physician who certi 

fies an involuntary admissi on or renewal , to give a notice 
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in writing of comple,tion and filing of the certificate to 

the ::iatient in quest.ion and "to the area director for the 

area, in accordance with the Legal Aid Act , in which the 

psychiatric facility is located", 

The provision in Ontario giving acc ess to a "patients' 

advocate", is in our vi.ew a very significant one. Even in 

jurisdictions where there are already established r,eview 

boards, studies show that a vast number of mental health 

patients are totally unaware of their existence and purpose. 

Psychiatric staff often do not inform patients of their 

rights , either to appeal or to apply to Legal Aid for repre

sentation. In some jurisdictions, however, Alberta for 

example, the legislation contains provisions designE!d to 

ensure that the pati1:!nt knows of his right to apply to the 

panel for cancellati<:m of the certificate authorizing his 

detention. This information must be communicated by written 

statement which is supplemented by posters on conspicuous 

display in all psychiatric wards in the province, announcing 

the ':lvailability of l egal aid to help qualifying patients 

to bring application for review (Margaret Ann Shone, "Con

fluence of the Menta l Health and Legal Systems on the Process 

for Compulsory Civil Commitment in Alberta", unpublished 

LL.M. thesis, University of Alberta, 1976, p. 157). 

In Nova Scotia, "The Hospitals Act", 1967 {R. S.N.S. 

c. 249 amended by S.N . S . 1977, c. 45) also contains provi

sions to assist patie!nts in exercising their rights under 

that legislation. These include directing the hospital 

facility to provide the patient with: 

(a) advice in written form regarding ri ghts to 
all patients or persons ad~itted for observation 
regarding. 
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(iv) the right to counsel, [and] 

( v ) the right to have a fil e reviewed 
by a review board or a court, 

The facility is also directed to assist 

{b) any patient or person who is unable to 
read or understand and who wishes an oral 
exp,lanation of any document or wri t:ten coml'lu
nication with which the patient or person is 

concerned; 

{c) ... any patient or person admitted for 
observ ati on who wishes to contact a 
barrister; and 

(d) . any patient or person admitted for 
observation who wishe s to apply f o r a r e view 
by the review board . 

Without immediate access to objective legal assis

tance such provisions may nevertheless be i nadequate and, as 
a result, thE? review board process actually inaccessible. 

Handing a piece of paper to s omeone who is i n an extreme 
emotional or drugged state can hardly be considered appro

priate notic,e of one's legal rights. Nor can the hospital 

staff always be counted upon to be obj e ct ive advise rs. In 
the case of fanily members, we can easily envisage instances 

where they will be unavailable to receive notice on beha lf 

of a patient or alternatively where the f amily is itself 
instrumental. in invoking the process by which the patient 
has come to be institutionalized. In each of these, the 
family will be unable or unwilling to render assistance, 

the patient in an appalling predicament, with no one to 
intervene in his behalf. With t he aid of a "patient' s 

advocate" however, the patient will be assisted in r e taining 
counsel or at the very least in assessing the desirability 
of bringing an application for r eview. Although we do not 

favour the use of the Legal Aid system in Mani t oba for 

this purpose, we agree that there must be some form of 
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protection for the patient who is not in a position to 

understand or act pursuant to a notice of his rights . 

Specifically we sug9est that a "Patients' Advocate"' be 

made available in a l l psychiatric facilities to intercede 

in matters concerning the rights of patients. This: office 

might best be established through the office of thei Public 
Trustee, 

GROUNDS FOR COMPULSORY ADMISSION 

The recently amended Ontario statute also utilizes 
a narrower, more speici fie commitment standard, requtiring 

that the grounds for involuntary admission be (i) serious 

bodily harm to the patient; (ii) serious bodily harm to 

another person; or (iii) imminent and serious physical 

impairment of the patient, unless the patient remains in 

the custody of a psychiatric facility as an involuntary 
patient. Under the former standard (ie . "in need of 

hospitalization in the interests of his own safety. .") 

it seems to have bee,n extremely difficult to challenge the 

opinion of doctors that the allegedly mentally ill person 

required hospitalization . As a result the new definition 

could be the most siqnificant reform in the new legislation 

because it will probably substantially narrow the scope of 

the commitment procedures in Ontario and provide much more 

objective criteria for determining who is properly subject 
to involuntary committal. 

The question of the criterion for involuntary 
admission to a psychiatric facility has, of necessity, been 

a central part of our own discussions concerning ch.anqes 

in the Manitoba law. There is an immense variety of opinion 
whicn exists on this issue. 
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Recent statutory enactments indicate a trend 

toward restricting civil commitment to the "d.ingerous" 

mentally ill, and toward limiting the ty-i;:ie and increasing the 

severity of ha:rm necessary to support a finding of dangerous

ness. One study indicates that since 1959, the use of the 

concept of "dangerousness" or "likelihood of serious harm" 

has markedly increased in use as a criterion for committal 

in the United :States where the various state .legislatures 

have been actively involved in the recodification of their 

statutes (The Laboratory of Community Psychiatry, Harvard 

Medical School, The Centre for Studies of CriITle and Delin

quen.::y, National Institute of Mental Health, "Civil Commit

ment and Social Policy", final report, 1978) . Sometimes IT1ore 

detailed and explicit requirements have been enacted, such 

as for examplE~, those found in Arizona, wherei a prior act 

inflicting substantial bodily harm on another within the 

twelve months preceding the hearing is necessary for 

committal (Ariz. Rev. Stats. Ann. s.26-507(3) 1974). While 

few statutes are this specific, many now limit the type of 

harm or danger necessary for committal to "physical injury". 

As mentioned previously, this is the criterion now in use in 

the province of Ontario; an approach which may have been 

dictated by that legislature's desire to limit the use of 

involuntary cornrnitment in favour of increase~d de-institution
alization and community-based health s ervices. The explicit 

reference to bodily harm in the Ontario legislation should 

result in more factual material and more stringent and 

explicit evidence of the likelihood of dangerousness before 

committal. 

There are however some who belie·ve that there is 

an undue emphasis in the Ontario law on th€! relationship 

between psychiatric illness and physical violence. In their 
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judgment the numbers of "dangerous" mentally ill arH small 

and, by comparison, 1there are many more non-dangerous mentally 
ill persons requirin9 help who would not be brought into the 

hospital scheme as a result of criteria which are c onfined 

to physical abuse. In fact, if the criteria in Manitoba 
were similarly narrow, and restricted to physical harm -

physical bodily harm, that is - a number of categories of 

mentally disordered patients would not be subject to t he 

proposed law. 

One category of patient is the patient who is 

causing severe emoti<)nal or mental stress, psycholocrical harm 

not physical harm, to family or friends. Another is the 

usually "manic depressive" individual , who, by reason of his 

illness, has wasted and/or is continuing to waste his assets 

to the detriment of the family. Both of these examp les are 

major problems to which such legislation is not addressed. 

Examples abound of family members, especially children, 

friends and business associates, who suffer emotionally 

as a result of the strain they must endure in day-to-day 

contact with the afflicted person. And, if we accept that 

an individual can inflict on another mental damage which is 

as great as physical damage, then the criteria for admission 
for psychiatric care should be broadened. 

One possiblle suggestion for irnproved criteiria might 

be those in place in the State of Iowa. The Iowa Code is 

unusual and includes within it as eligible for involuntary 
,,, 

comn,itment "a person who is likely to inflict seriouis 

emotional injury on t:he meP1bers of his or her family· or 

others wh o lack reasonable opportunity to avoid contact 

with the afflicted person if the afflicted person is allowed 

to remain at liberty ~,ithout treatment" . By removinig the 
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exclusive emphasis on the physical this alternative makes 
the criteria of harm substantially broader than those found 
in Ontario. At least one of our members advocates adoption 

of this proposal. 

Another possible method of expanding the criteria 

beyond those found in Ontario would be to enact the following: 

(1) Where a physician examines a person and has 
reason to believe that the person, 

(a) has caused or is causing harm to himself; 

(b} has behaved or is behaving violently toward 
another person or has caused or is causing 
another person to fear harm from him; or 

(c} has shown or is showing a lack of 
competence to care for himself, 

and if in addition the physician is of the 
opinion that the person is apparently suffering 
from mental disorder of a quality or nature 
that will likely result in 

(d) serious harm to the person; 

(e) serious harm to another person; 

(f} serious physical or mental deterioration 
of the person; or 

(g) serious loss of family stabi l ity, finances 

or property 

the physician may make an applica~i on in the 
prescribed form for the admission of the patient. 

Still another approach would be to adopt a provision 

similar to that of the Alberta Act. Alberta uses broad 

criteria and relies heavily on the judgment of its medical 
profession, the members of which must certify not only that 
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a patient suffers from a mental disorder and is in a condition 

presenting a "danger" to himself and to others, but also that 

he i s unsui table for admission other than as a compulsory 

patient. Two members of the Commission favour this proposal. 

The opinion of t he three remaining members of 

the Commission is not to expand the Ontario criteria beyond 

those of physical da.nger . The chief reason for this view 

is a desire to ensure that non-conformists will not be subject 

to involuntary hospitalization . Virtually every alcoholic 

might , for example , be committable under the broad criterion 

of "harm" or "danger" to himself and families could plead 

that they were suffe,ring excessively and seek committal of 

these relatives . Similarly parental distress over children 

joining cults or adopting offbeat lifestyles might be con
sidered grounds for committal of youngsters. Accordingly 

it is suggested that the Manitoba legislation adopt the 

standard now in force in Ontario and abandon as far as 

possible the rather loose and subjective standard of the 
present law. While we are unable to present a majority 

recommendation on this issue the Commission is unanimously 

of the view that, whatever the criteria, no person should be 

admitted to hospital on a compulsory basis unless it has first 

been determined that the person is unsuitable for admission 

as a voluntary patie,nt . 

THE SCHEME FOR REFORM 

In the pre:ceding pages of this paper we have revealed 

some of the many shortcomings of the Manitoba law. We have 

referred to the limited role of the police in the adminis

tration of this legislation and , in general , the unsatisfactory 
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emergency apprehension procedures it now provides. We have 

touched on the rathe::r extensive and far-reaching power of the 

Director of Psyc:hiatric Services; the l i mited responsibility 

in tort of hospital personnel; the lack of at~ention to the 

civil rights of the individual; the possibility of indefinite 

committal which this legislation contains, and its general 

inattention to the principles of natural justic:e. 

We have acknowledged and considered t:he views of 

the medical profession as they have thus far be!en expressed 

to us. Finally, we have compared Manitoba's "!fental Health 

Act" with the legislation in Ontario and Alberta, as well as 

with that in thE~ other Canadian provinces and some American 

jurisdictions. 

On the whole, the Commission i s impressed by the 

Ontario and Alberta statutes and the solutions in them 
to the problem of reconciling the interests of society in 

preserving safety and health and safeguardin~ the liberty 

of the individual. We believe that with some modification 

such provisions would be appropriate for enactment in Mani

tob~. Already we have made some specific recommendations 

towards that end. Among these, we have said th~t the Act 

should provide some periodic or easily accessible review 

procedure, similar to that provided in Ontario. We have 
said that the criteria for committal should be made more 

precise~ and that strict time limits should be set on the period 

of confinement .. These and the remaining proposals are presented 

at the conclusion of this paper. On the whole, they are 
intended to pr<>vide a comprehensive scheme for (1) the 

admission of persons to mental institutions, (2) the periodic 

review of thesE? patients and (3) their release!, the basis 
of which is a :fair balance of the interests of the mentally 

ill with those of the public at large. 
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It is hoped that suc:h provisions will reduce, if not entirely 

overcome, the poss i bility of unwarranted certification and 

furthermore result in the timely release of persons from 

our institutions. 

FREE COMMUNI CATION 

In additio,n to this s cheme of certification and 

review, we are dispo,sed to recommend that there be enacted 

certain other provisions which will enhance the dignity and 

respect of the rnenta,lly ill by preserving for them, to the 

extent that is reasonable under the circumstances, certain 

basic rights of democracy, citizenship and privacy. Included 

amongst these would be provisions guaranteeing the liberty 

of the voluntary hos:pital patient and establishing for 

voluntary and compulsory patients alike their right to 

communicate by letteir, to have counsel and to receive visitors. 

On the que,stion of the patient's right to send 

and receive unopened all personal correspondence addressed by 

and to him, the Comrrussion is equally divided . 

At present: , the legislation in this province 

guarantees that patients will be furnished with necessary 

materials for communticating with any member of the Executive 

Council or Assembly, any hospital inspector, and with his 

attorney . In addition, pursuant to s . 22 of "The Ombudsman 

Act", letters written by a patient in any mental hospital 

are to be forwarded immediately unopened to the Ombudsman 

where they are addreissed to that official. With t hese 

exceptions only, all other communications, whether they 

are incoming or out9oing, are subject to be read and censored 

by the Director or Superintendent of the hospital before 

being delivered. No provision exists for the ret urn to the 

sender or the retention of any mail or other communication 
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which is withheld, and not delivered to the patient or other 

party for whom it was intended. While one might assume that 
these restrictio,ns arise only in the case of persons who are 

committed involuntarily, it appears that no such differentiation 

has been made be.tween the rights of patients who are in hospital 

on a compulsory basis and those who remain freely and volun

tarily as a result of less severe disorders. We do, however, 
acknowledge the practice in at least one Manitoba institution 
which permits all of its patients, irrespective of their status, 

to write to whosoever they wish; as a matter of policy, a 

patient's mail is neither to be read nor censored by any 

member of the hospital staff. Nevertheless we are of the 

view that the powers given by the legislation t.o the Superin

tendent of a hospital and to the Director of Psychiatric 

Services generally to censor or withhold mail atre unneces-

sarily wide, and while there is no indication of dissatisfaction 

with the manner in which they are presently exeircised in the 

various institutions, they are doubtless open to abuse and 

may permit unwarranted interference with the patient's basic 

individual rights. 

In Ontario, "The Mental Health Act" requires a 

somewhat more objective and judicious consideration of this 

matter. Section 19(2) sets out the only conditions under 
which an office:r in charge of a mental health facility may 

interfere with the private communications. This section 

provides as follows: 

s. 19(1) Except as provided in this section, no 
communication written by a patient or sent to a 
patient shall be opened, examined or withheld, and 
the delivery shall not in any way be obstructed or 
delayed. 

(2) Where the officer in charge or ,a person 
acting under his authority has reasonable and 
probable cause to believe, 



(a) that the contents of a communication 
written by a patient would, 

(i) be unreasonably offensive to the 
addressee, or 

(ii) prejudice the best interests of 
the patient; or 

(b) that the contents of a communication 
sent to a patient would, 

(i) interfere with the treatment of 
the patient, or 

(ii) cause the patient unnecessary 
dist1~ess, 

the officer in charge or a person acting under his 
authority may open and examine the contents 
and, if any condition mentioned in clause a orb, 
as the case may be, exists , may withhold such 
communication from delivery. 

(3) Subs€1ction 2 does not apply to a cor.:,mu
nication written by a patient to, or appearing to be 
sent to a patient by, 

(a) a barrister and solicitor; 

{b) a member of the review board or advisory 
review board under the Act; or 

(c) a member of the Assembly. 

More recently, Alberta has amended its legislation 

and now guarantees its mental health patients an absolute 

and unrestricted rig1ht to communication by post. Similar 

reforms have been proposed in other jurisdictions. Some of 

these have even suggested that patients be permitted to make 

and receive unmonitored telephone calls, to have private 

interviews with legal counsel and to receive visitors without 

restriction at all reasonable times. 
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There are, of course, quite a number of valid 

reasons why it would be desirable to allow a committed 

patient to communicate freely. There is, for example, evidence 

to indicate that "loss of liberty harms the mental patient 

and is unnecessary to public safety". Indeed it has been 

amply demonstrated that freedom (especially to communicate) 

is a therapeutic tool and that it speeds recovery (Hearings 

Before the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights of the 

Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 8th Cong., 1st Sess ., pt. 1, 
at 45 (1961)). 

Some of our members do not favour this proposal, 

however . In their view some reasonable form c)f censorship 

is desirable and should be designed to ensure that the 
innocent are protected and that valuable family relations 

will be unharmed. Several examples can be given to illustrate 

the unfortunate consequences which might follow were patients 
not restricted in their ability to send and receive mail . 

Unconvinced of' the necessity for certification, a patient 

may blame his family for the confinement. In the process, 

he may strike out at its members in abusive a.nd harmful 

ways, by breac:hing confidences and disclosingr hurtful in

formation. In other cases the family may actually be 

responsible for a patient's ill health, having played an 

etiological role in the development of his mental disorder. 

In these cases the patient should remove hirns;elf from the 

family circle and until he can himself recognize the need for 

isolation, he should be protected, and not subject to the 

hurtful influ,ences of others. According to one doctor, even 

where relations with relatives and friends aire agreeable, 

the letters which these persons send to a patient may awaken 

feelings of homesickness unconducive to recovery of patients 

with severe emotional disorders (S.E. Patterson, "The Committed 

Mentally Ill and Their Right to Communicate", 7 W.F.L.R. (1971) 

297 at 298). 
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In order to protect all parties who are involved 

in corresponden ce with a patient , three members of: our 

Commission suggest enactment of the Ontario pro vie;ion wit h 

alterations in two major respects. The first would be to 

expand the patient"s unrestricted right under "ThE, Mental 

Health Act" to include communication, not only to or from 

his or her solicitor , members of Parliament, t he J~ssembly , 

the Executive Council and hospital review boards, but also 

to and from the provincial Ombudsman. Very often,, the most 

effective means of securing justice can be through the provin

cial Ombudsman . If communications are to be cense>red or with

held , clearly they ought not to be subject to inte!rference 

where they involve resort to the Ombudsman . Replies from 

the Ombudsman to a patient should also be subject to this 

security . Finally it is suggested that in the case of 

withheld or censorE?d mail , a copy of the original corres-

dence should be retained and delivered to the "patients' 

a dvocate" who may provide for its release or disclosure to 

the patient or altE?rnatively to the addressee as he or she 

thinks appropriate .. 

THE RIGHT TO VOTE 

Another question which provoked much discussion 

among members of the Commission is whether the mentally ill 

patient should be E3xcluded from voting in provincial elections. 

Section 16(1) of "The Electi o n Act" (C . C.S.M. c. E30) dis

qualifies from voting at an election "persons who are patients 

in mental hospitals or institutions for mental reta rdate s". 

This section appears to deprive of their rights unnecessarily 

persons who are admitted to mental hospitals on a non-compulsory 

basis. 
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We believe that the rights of a patient who is 

admitted to hospital of his or her own volition should be 

retained in all respects, save that he or she may be detained 

for a minimum number of hours, if necessary, to invoke 

emergency procedures. We are unanimous in our agre ement with 

the Office of the Chief Electoral Officer (Manitoba) in its 

study of "The .Election Act" which states that, "admission 

to a mental hospital is not considered to be evidence of 

incompetence and therefore there appears to bt:! no justifi

cation for exclusion of all patients in mental hospitals". 

We therefore recommend that the appropriate amendment be made 

to "The Election Act" . 

The minority of our Commission believes that the 

enfranchisement of all mental patients is justifiable. This 
proposal is nc,t without precedent and is based on psychiatric 

literature which indicates that many forms of mental illness 
have a highly specific impact on their victims, leaving decision 

making capacity and reasoning ability ot herwise largely 

unimpaired. '" The Model Draft Act Governing Hospitalization of 

The Mentally l :11" (21, 26 Public Health Public No. 51 (Rev.1952) 

prepared by the Federal Security Agency) is based on this 

reasoning and at least nominally guarantees patients the 

right to vote although the exercise of the right is subject 

to regulation by the hospita l supervisor which is based on 

legal competency, not committa l or disorder. 

The maj ority of our Commission , however, does not 

approve of tht:! extension of voting rights to involuntary 

mental patients. Administ rative difficulties aside, these 

members object to the proposal because they believe involuntary 

commitment to be clear .and convincing evidenc:::e of a person 's 

inability bo:th to function normally within society, and 
consequently, to choose its elected representatives. 
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CONSENT TO TREATMENT 

The issue of mental c ompet ency raises ,a number of 

other issues of c,oncern to this Commission. Many current 

mental health statutes provide that a patient remains legally 

competent until h,e h as been formally adj udicated incompetent 

and that neither hospitalization nor commib1ent is an automatic 

finding of incomp,etency. Patients who are cornrni tted but found 

not to be incompetent to do so may nevert heless manage their 

own financial aff,:iirs. A related issue concerns the right 

of a mental health patient to refuse or consent 1to treatment 

where he or she is competent to do so. While many compulsory 

patients will clearly lack the capacity to make a rational 

decision concerning their hospitalization and care, the 

commitment of "dangerous" individuals may often not involve 

a question of incapacity to make a treatment decision. 

A f ew American statutes now require thc1t an involun

tary patient ' s consent be obtained before treatmemt can be 

administered. Although mechanisms are often available to 

override a patient's refusal to consent (by subs:ti tuting 

consent of a relative, guardian or the court), these statutes 

seldom question the validity of a patient's own grrant of 

consent. Although a patient may give nodding approval and 

theraby appear to consent to suggested treatment, he may not 

in fact fully appreciate what it is that his physician 

proposes. Apart from this, a patient's consent may be based 

on a delusion . Thus a patient's consent is not freely given 

if it is based upon fears of reprisals if, for example, he 

does not accede to the wishes of his doctor. The recently 

amended Ontario statute provides an interesting solution to 

this problem. An involuntary patient has the right not to 

have psycho-surgery of any kind performed on him under any 

circumstances. Moreover, although a patient's refusal to 

accept treatment other than psycho-surgery may be overruled, 
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the hospital must obtain an order after a hearing before the 

provincial revie~w board at which the patient or his counse] 

may be present. 

With the exception of Ontario and Nova Scotia 

which specifically prevent it, and a few other jurisdictions 

in which the legislation is silent, most provinces in Canada 

have enacted legislation to authorize treatment to be adminis

tered regardless of the voluntary or compulsory s tatus of 

the patient and whether or not he consents to it. In Manitoba 

no such statutory authority exists and pres urna.bly the consent 

of a competent patient and, if the patient is incompe tent, 

a substituted consent obtained from s omeone de,emed to be 

standing in thE~ shoes of the patient, is necessary before 

treatment can be administered. In thi s province, the Public 

Trustee is automatically constituted the committee of a men

tally disorder,~d person upon his compulsory admission to any 

one of the designated hospitals for mental tri~atment in 

Manitoba. Nor.mally, the jurisdiction of the Public Trustee 

to administe r the e s tate of such a person doe:s not come into 

effect until twenty-one days after admiss ion. Therefore, i f 

no private committee has been appointed or applied for, the 

Public Trustee will commence administration of such patient's 

estate twenty-·one days after his admission , unless the medical 

director of the hospital in ques tion requests the Public 

Trustee to commence administration prior to this period. 

In addition to the power to administer the estate of 

a mentally disordered person who is committed to hospital, 

the Public Trus t ee , when constituted a committee of the 

estate of a patient, is also the committee o:E his person. 

This means that he is also charged with the responsibility of 

protecting the civil rights of the pa t i ent . According to the 

Public Trustee this might include consent with respect to 

surgical operations and other matters . 
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However, it is possible that many physicians 

working in our provincial hospitals are of the view that they 

are able to do what: they think best for their involuntary 

patients without ccinsidering the need to obtain the consent 

of their committees1 . Treatment of patients in this way is 

easily enough ratic,nalized because the es sence of this 

concept is to assis:t persons who are unable to seek help 

for themselves . The menta lly ill patient, by de f inition, is 

precl uded by illness from knowing what is in his own best 
interest (Rastacter , "The Rights of the Mentally Ill During 
Incar ceration : The, Developing Law" (1973) 25 u. Fla . L.R . 

494 at 503) . I ndee,d the p atient's protesta tions with respect 

to his need for treatment may often be interpreted as lack 
of insight into his, i llness and thus new justification for 

his continued care and treatment . With benevolent intent 

assumed, provisions, regarding the obtaining of official consents 

and other such procedural protections may seem unnecessary. 

Unfortunately , howeiver , the reality of the treatment 

sometimes imposed on these individuals may be less than 

satisfactory . 

The recen.t efforts of American author John Marks in 

exposing the startling experimental research conducted in 

Canada throughout the late 1950s and early 1960s supports 
us in this view. During the period reported by Marks, depressed 

and schizophrenic persons from around the world were drawn to 

McGill University ' s, Allan Memorial Institute , then under the 

directorship of Dr. D. Ewen Cameron , where unsuspecting patients 

were reportedly subjected to bizarre and adverturesome expe

riments aimed at producing a quick cure for mental illness. 

The involvement of the American Central Intelligence Agency 

in attempts to deve,lop techniques of mind control and brain

washing is evident in the particularly unorthodox methods 
employed by the Institute . These methods 
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included massive doses of mind-altering drugs, such as LSD 
and curare. Fifteen years later Dr. Ca!"leron's "<?uinea pigs" 

report they are still suffering the aftereffects of the treat
ment in question. 

Since both experimental and physical psychiatric 

therapies, such as psycho-surgery and heavy medication, are 
drastic and can harve dangerous side effects, we think there 

is still cause for concern respecting this issue. In our view, 
patients should have some right to refuse treatment. On the 

other hand, we realize that because modern psychiatric 

hospitals are treatment facilities and not detention centres, 
an unlimited right: to refuse treatment would frustrate the 
purposes of any mental health legislation. Nevertheless, 

there would appear to be no reason why, if surgical and 
especially experimental procedures are contemplated, a very 

formal and perhaps judicial process should not be, brought into 
play to determine whether or not the procedure is appropriate. 
Three of our members favour a judicial review , while the 

remaining three rnE?mbers propose that the appropriate juris
diction be vested in the provincial review board. We are 
however unanimous in our view that all controver sial, e xpe

rimental or surgical psychiatric procedures should be subject 

to independent review before they a re permitted whether or 
not the patient ii; voluntary or compulsory and whether or not 
he appears to giv1? his consent. 

In addition to this scheme, it has been suggested 
to us that perhaps there could be a therapeutic ,committee of 

some sort to approve all other treatment programs for every 
involuntary patient. Again we wish to avoid the possibility 
that psychiatric institutions will simply be come places for 
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custody and rest:t'aint; in our view that would be regiressive 

and would almost obvi.ate the need to have such institutions. 

Moreover, such a scheme would involve medical practitioners 

in what is likely to become an excessively administrative 

and adversarial procedure. In the result, doctors would be 

tied up before commi t1tees or review boards in an effort to 
obtain their consents and consequently would have less and 

less time to spend with their patients. 

While we arE~ not convinced that the patient should 

have the right to detE~rmine his care and treatment in all 

cases, we do believe that, in addition to the use of psycho

surgery and other controversial treatments which are not to be 

performed on him without independent review and approval, 

the patient should at least have the right to the independent 

opinion of a psychiatrist he selects when drastic treiatment, 

such as electroshock therapy, is contemplated . Wherei the 

opinions of the psychiatrists vary, we recomme nd that: the 

treatment not be permitted without the prior approval of 

the Mental Health Review Board. We hnve received a number 

of representations from various human rights organiza,tions 

which support this approach . These representations, as a 

rule made on behalf of former mental hospital patients, 

allege that the drug cmd :,t.ock treatment which patients 

forcibly received while hospitalized were in part responsible 

for their long term deitention. In a few instances it is 

claimed that such treatments gradually eroded some of these 
individuals even to the point of subawareness. On the other 

hand, we understand that many psychiatrists firmly believe 

that electro-convulsive shock therapy is among the most 

effective treatment available for certain mental disorders. 

If that is so, then we, appreciate the concern of members of 
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the profession that, by prescribing limitations on the manner 
in which their patients should be treated, we may be contri

buting to the unfortunate result that what is an acceptable 

and effective treatment will not be used . 

Notwithstanding the best intentions of the medical 

profession, we believe that the mental health review board 
should review consent issues in cases where the proposed 

treatment may be attended by significant discomfort or risk 

of side effects. In our view the use of such procedures 
and the appraisal of their desirability in the case of a given 

patient are not matters solely for medical determination. 
Where the patient and society in general hav1? some appre
hension about a course of treatment it should be subject 

to independent scrutiny by the Mental Health Review Board 

before it can be used. 

A complete summary of our recommendations follows 

at the conclusion of this Report. In keeping with the 

earlier recoI!llmendations of the Clarkson study, they are 
intended to assist in the early treatment of persons appa
rently suffering from mental disorders. In addition we 

hope they will provide greater protection for persons 
apprehended and detained pursuant to "The .Mental Health 

Act", and correspondingly, more restraint on those persons 

having power to detain under it. 
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RECOMMENDAT IONS 

1. A person should be admitted to a psychiatric facility 
for compulsory observation and assessment, only upon: 

(a) the medical certi ficate (called a "Medical Order 
for Psychiatric Assessment") of a single medical 
practitioner or psychiatric nurse duly qualified or 
registe red to practise in the province;or 

(b) the order (called a "Judicial Order for Psychiatric 
Assessment") of a provincial court judge; or 

(c) the emergency apprehension and conveyanc,e to 
the hospital by a peace officer designat,ed under 
the Criminal Code (called an "Emergency .Police 
Apprehension for Psychiatric Assessment"). 

The procedure for voluntary admission to a psychiatric facility 
for observation and assessment should be handled by the facility 
like any other voluntary admission (pages 21, 28-30) . 

2 . (a) A "Medical Order for Psychiatric Assessm,ent" should 
be signed and dated by the practitioner or psychiatric 
nurse who personally examined the person named in 
it , no later than within seven days of tlhe examination 
and the medical order should cease to have any force 
and e ffect unless it is presented to the hospital 
in question within seven days of the tim1c! of the 
signature of the practitioner or psychiatric nurse 
(pages 12·-13) . 

(b) The practitioner or psychiatric nurse who signs a 
"Medical Order for Psychiatric Assessment" should 
be requir,ed to state his or her belief based on 
reasonabl•e grounds that the person in respect of 
whom the order is made 

(i) has threatened or attempted or is threatening 
or attempting to cause bodily harm to himself; 

(ii) has behaved, or is behaving violent1y towards 
another person or has caused or is causing 
another person to fear bodily harm from him; or 

(iii) has :shown or is showing a lack of competence 
to c.are for himself 

and in addition, that the person i s appar ently suffering 
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from mental disorder of a nature or quality that 
is likely to result in 

(iv) se,rious bodily harm to the person; 

(v) serious bodily harm to another person; or 

(vi) i mminent and serious physical i mpairment of 
the person . 

(For the discussion and minority position on this issue, s ee 
pages 41-45) 

(c) The practitioner or psychiatric nurse who signs a 
"Medical Order for Psychiatric Assessment" should 
be required to state the facts upon which he/she 
bases his/her belief as above, that the person is 
apparently suffering from mental disorder. The 
practitioner or psychiatric nurse should also be 
required to distinguish as between those facts 
observed and those communicated to him/her . 

3 . (a) A valid and subsisting 
Psychiat r i c Assessment" 

"Medi cal order for 
should be sufficient authority 

for anyone to take the person who is the subject of 
the order into custody and to convey the person to 
a psychiatric facility forthwith. 

(b) Upon receipt by a peace officer of a valid and 
subsisting "Medical Order for Psychiatric Assess
ment", the officer should be required to do all 
things necessary to take the person who is the 
subject of the order to a psychiatric facility 
forthwith. 

4 . (a) When information upon oath is brought before a 
provincial court judge or magistrate that a person 

(i) has thre atened or a ttempted or is threatening 
or attempting to cause bodily harm to himself ; 

(ii) has behaved or is behaving violently towards 
another person or has caused or is causing 
another person to fear bodily harm from him; or 

(iii)has shown or is showing a lack of competence to 
c:::are for. himself , 

and in addition,based upon information before him 
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the judge or magis trate has reasonable cause to 
believe that the person is apparently suffering 
from m1:lntal disorder of a nature or quality that 
likely will result in 

(iv) SE?rious bodily harm to the person; 

(v) SE~rious bodily harm to another person; or 

(vi) imminent and serious physical impairment of 
the person, 

the provincial court judge or magistrate should 
be empowered to issue a "Judici1tl OrdEtr for Psychia
tric Assessment" of the person (pages 41-45). 

5. Where a peace officer has reasonable cause to believe 
that a persc,n 

(i) has threatened or attenpted or is threatening 
or attempting to cause bodily harm to himself; 

(ii) has behaved or is behaving violently towards 
another person or has caused or is causing 
an.other person to fear bodily harm from him; 
or 

(iii)ha.s shown or is showing a lack of competence 
to, care for himself, 

and in addition the officer is of the opinion that the 
person is apparently suffering from mental disorder of 
a nature that likely will result in 

(iv) serious bodily harm to the person; 

(v) serious bodily harm to another person; or 

(vi) imminent and serious physical impairment
of the person, 

and that it would be dangerous to proceed for a "Judicial 
Order for Psychiatric Assessment", he should be enabled 
to make an "Emergency Police Apprehension for Psychiatric 
Assessment" of the person (pages 5-10, 24). 

6. (a) A peace officer who takes a person into custody 
either pursuant to a medical order, judicial order, 
or emergency police apprehension for psychiatric 
assessment should be required to convey the person 
forthwith to a psychiatric facility for observation 
and examination. 
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(b) A patient who arrives at a psychiatric facility 
pursuant to a medical order, judicial order, or 
emergency police apprehension for psychiatric 
assessment should be accepted by the facility for 
psychiatric observation and assessment. 

(c) A peace: officer who takes a person in custody 
to a psychiatric facility should be required to 
remain at the facility and retain custody of 
the person until the facility accepts him for 
observc1tion and asse s sment . 

7. (a) A person who arrives at a psychiatric facility 
pursuant to a medical order, judicial order or emer
gency police apprehension for psychiatric assessment 
should be examined forthwith upon his arrival at the 
facility , but in any event not later than within 
48 hou:rs, by a psychiatrist duly qualified to 
practise in the province. 

(b) Although medical officers on staff at psychiatric 
f acilities should be empowered to detain, restrain 
and observe 
assessment, 

a person once he or she is admitted 
no general power should be invested 

for 

in the medical personnel to treat a p,erson during 
the 48 hour period in which he/she i s detained, 
except to the extent that it is necessary for the 
purpose of relieving immediate danger to the admitted 
person. or to others, or to the extent that it is 
necess.ary to permit the r equired psychiatric 
assessment to be made (page 22). 

(c) A person who , following psychiatric assessment, is 
not certified for admissi on to the facility either 
as a voluntary or as a compulsory patient is t o be 
released forthwith, but in any event within 48 hours 
of his arrival. 

8 . (a) As soon as possible after his arrival at a facility 
for psychiatric assessment, a person is to be advised, 
in simple language, of his rights under the legis
lation, in particular the reasons and period of his 
detention, his right of release and his right to 
apply 
for a 

to the provincial Mental Health Revi ew Board 
review. Efforts to contact next-of-kin s hould 

be required to be made at this time (page 21). 
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(b) An interpreter should be provided where t here is 
language diffi culty . 

9 . (a) A person may be admitted to a psychiatric facility 
as a voluntary patient where the psychiatrists 
conductincr the examination for asse ssment: are of 
the opinion that he suffers f rom a mental disorder 
of such a nature that he is in ne ed of the treatme nt 
provide d i.n the facility and that he is suitable 
for adrniss1i on as a voluntary patient . The method 
by which the patient arrives at the psychiatric 
hospital should not determine his status (page 45) . 

(b ) A vo l untary patient should have the right to be 
di scharged within a reas onable period of time fol
lowing his r equest f or discharge unless there a re 
already in existence at that time two admission 
certificates dul y completed for his compulsory 
committal . Eight hours would be a reasonable period 
o f time in these circumstances (page 51). 

(c) Every member of the staff of a psychiatric facility
should have the responsibility to bring to the 
attention of the Superintendent of the facility 
or other medical officer in charge of the psychia
tric facility in question every request f o r discharge 
which he or she receives from a voluntar y pati ent . 

10. A person should only be admitted to a psychiat:ric fac ility 
as a compul sory patient, or alternatively his admission 
should be extended only where , following separ;:tte psychia
tri c assessments by them , two psychi atrists duly qualified 
t o practise in t he province, independently issue their 
certificates of admission or renewal, as the case may be. 
Psychiatrists should be required to certify that in 
their opinion the person is suffering from mental disorder 
of a nature that likely will result in serious bodily 
harm to the pers on; serious bodily harm to another pe rson; 
or i mminent and serious physical impairment to the person 
unless that per:son remains in the cust ody of the hospit al 
and that the person is not suit able for admissi on or 
continuation as a voluntary patient. 

11. Every admission and renewal certificate should be dated 
and signed by the psychiatrist who issues it. In addition, 
each should show the date and time that the pe1~sonal 
examination was made and the facts upon which the psychia
trist formed his opinion as to the nature of the disorder, 
distinguishing t he facts observed by him from the facts 
communicated to him by others (page 31). 
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12. (a) Two certificates of admission should be sufficient 
authority to detain a person at a psychiatric 
facility for a period of no more than one month. 

(b) Certificates of renewal to extend the compulsory 
confinement beyond one month should be invalid unless 
they arei issued within specified periods of time. 
These peiriods should be: 

(i) within one month from the date of the person's 
admission as a compulsory patient,, that is, 
within one month from the issuancei of the two 
certificates of admission; 

(ii) within two months from the date of the first 
renewal certificates; 

(iii)within three months from the date of the second 
renewal of the certificates and every renewal 
thereafter. 

13. A compulsory pc>tient whose authorized period of detention, 
either on admission or renewal, has expired, should there
upon become a voluntary patient. The patient and his/her 
nearest relcLtives should thereupon be advised of the 
changes in his/her status, and the patient's right to 
discharge upon eight hours' notice. 

14. A compulsory patient whose authorized period of detention 
either on admission or renewal has not expired, should 
nevertheless be continued as a voluntary patient where, 
in the opinion of the attending psychiatrist, it would be 
appropriate. In this case, the certificatE~s of admission 
and renewal should be deemed to be cancellE~d and the 
patient and his/her nearest relative should be so advised . 

15. Upon his admission and later upon his continuation as a 
compulsory patient and upon every subsequeint extension 
of his detention, a patient should have th,e right, on 
request, to have an independent assessment of himself by 
a psychiatrist of his own choice (page 20). 

16. (a) Upon his admission or continuation as a voluntary 
or as a compulsory patient, both the patient and 
his neiarest relative should be informed in simple 
language of the reason for his detention. He should 
also be given a written statement of the authority 
for his detention, the period thereof, of his right 
to communicate with counsel and the Ombudsman , and 
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othe r appropriate parties, and in the case of a 
compulsory patient his right to an independent 
psychi atric assessment by his own psychiatrist or by 
a psychiatrist he selects~ in the case oi: a voluntary 
patient hi s right to request discharge . The 
existence of the office of the "Patients' Advocate" 
should also be made known 
time (page!s 38-41). 

to all patients: at this 

(b) A statement made to a compulsory patient should also 
include information concerning the existence and 
function of the Review Board(s), the name and address 
of the Cha:irman of the appropriate board, and the 
patient's right to apply to the Board at specified 
intervals for cancellation of the admission or renewal 
certificates then in force. 

(c) The information concerning the patient's rights 
which is contained in a written statement given to 
him should be supplemented by posters on display 
in all psychiatric facilities in the province. The 
posters should also advertise the existence and 
availability of Legal Aid, the Ombudsman and the 
office of the Patients' Advocate. 

17. (a) A Patients' Advocate should be available in all 
psychiatric facilities to intercede in matters 
concerning the rights of mental hea lth patients, such 
advocates c:ould possibly be established through the 
office of the Public Trustee (pages 39-41). 

(b) Where a person is admitted or continued as a voluntary 
patient or admitted or continue d as a compulsory 
patient in a psychiatric facility the medical director 
or other officer in charge should be required to 
forward a notice in writing of that fact to the office 
of the Patients' Advocate (pages 40-41). 

(c) Where there? is a conflict of opinion as between 
the psychia trist at a hospital and a psychiatrist 
selected by a patient to conduct an independent 
psychiatric: assessment of him, the medical director 
or other of'ficer in charge of the facility should 
forward a notice to that effect to the office of 
the Patients' Advocate. 

(d) A notice to the office of the Patients' Advocate 
should contain information advising the advocate 
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of the presence of the patient at the facility, 
the date of his arrival, the date of his admission, 
his sta.tus in the facility, as well as other infor
mation needed to facilitate the bringing by the 
patient, or the advocate on his behalf, of an 
application for review, a notice for discharge and 
a requeist for independent psychiatric assessment. 

18. {a) The province should establish a Mental. Health Review 
Board for the purpose of hearing and considering 
applications from compulsory patients for the 
cancellation of admission or renewal certificates 
{pages 31-33). 

{b) l'n addition the Mental Health Review Board should 
automatically, at least once a year, review the case 
of eve:ry compulsory and every voluntary patient who 
has be en in a psychiatric facility for a year or 
more {page 3 3) . 

{c) The Mental Health Review Board should consist of 
one or more three member panels, the members of which 
should be appointed by the Minister of Health and 
Social Development for the province and should include 
at lea.st one psychiatrist and at least one barrister 
or solicitor. (For discussion as well as the 
minority position on this issue, see page s 33-35.) 

19 . The Commission is unable to present a majority recom
mendation on the issue of membership on reiview panels. 
We therefore suggest one of the following be adopted: 

19A. (a) No pe1rson who is serving as a member of the staff 
of a facility should be eligible to sit as a member 
or alternate member of the review panel when the 
panel is considering the case of a patient of that 
facility. 

(b) No me,mber of the Review Board should sit on a panel 
when the panel is considering the review of a patient 
or former patient, client or former c lient or relative 
of a member of the review panel in question . 

OR : 

19B. (a) No pe,rson who is actively serving as a member of the 
staff of a facility should be eligible to sit as a 
membeir or alternate member of a review panel when the 
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panel is considering t he 
facility . 

case of a patiEmt of that 

(b) No member of the Review Board should sit on a panel 
when the panel is considering the review of a patient 
or former patient, client or former client or 
of a member of the review panel in question . 

re lative 

(c) Members of a barrister and solicitor or a psychiatrist ' s 
family should also be excluded f rom sitting on a 
panel whein the panel is considering the review of a 
patient c,r former patient, client or former client 
of the barrister 
questi on . 

and solicitor or psychiatrist in 

OR: 

19C . (a) No person should be eligible to sit as a member or 
alternate member of a review panel when the panel 
is considering the review of a patient with whom he 
or she is acquainted (page 36-37). 

20. (a) A compulsory patient or a person on his behalf should 
have the right to apply to the chairman of the Mental 
Health Rev iew Board for cancellation of t he admission 
or renewal certificates under which authority he is 
detained, but he should be permitted to make no more 
than one i:ipplication with respect to the initial 
admission and to each subsequent renewal . 

(b) Within 28 days of the receipt of an application by 
the chairman or such longer period as t he! Minister 
allows, the review panel appointed to hear the review 
should hear and consider the application. 

(c) The panel which hears the review should be required 
to reach its decision within 14 days afteir completing 
the hearing. 

(d) Within seven days o f the date of its decision, 
copies of the decision of the review panel, including 
in the case of an adverse ruling, a notice regarding 
the right to appeal the decision, should be sent to 
the applic:ant, his nearest relative , and the office 
of the Patients' Advocate as well as to any other 
person interested in or present at the hearing. 
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(e) A decision of the Mental Health Review Board should 
be binding upon the board of the facility. 

(f) An appeal de novo from the decision of the Mental 
Health Re,view Board should be to the County Court 
as of rig·ht. Notice of appeal should be given within 
28 days of the decision and may be given by the patient 
or someone on his behalf or by the medical superin
tendent or director of the facility. 

21. (a) The hearings of the Mental Heal th Review Board 
should bei in c amera. 

(b) The patiemt and/or his counse l or someone on his 
behalf, his family, and a r epresentative of the facility 
should however have the right to be personally present 
at the hE~aring. 

(~) Any otheJr person should be admitted to the hearing 
only with the prior consent of the panel. 

22. (a) The patiE:!nt or his representative should receive 
a s ummary of the contents of the medical records 
and of tine reasons for his continued detention 
within a reasonable time in advance of the hearing of 
a review panel. 

(b) In addition to the provision of a summary , a patient' s 
legal counsel or other representative should have nccess 
within a reasonable time in advance of 1t.he hearing, 
to all of the patient's medical history and records 
at the facility. 

(c) All of the patient 's medica l history and records 
relating t o his admission and detention at the 
facility should be provided to the Mental Health 
Review Board within a reasonable time in advance 
of the hearing . 

23. Notice of the date of a hearing should be ~iven to the 
patient, his nearest relative , counsel and the Patients' 
Advocate within a reasonable t ime in advance of a hearing. 

24 . A patient she>uld have reasonable opportunity to present 
evidence at t:he hearing. 

25 . The Commission is unable to present a majority recommendation 
on the issue of free communication. We therefore suggest 
one of the following alternatives be adopted: 
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25A. A patient in a psychiatric facility should have an 
unrestricted right to communicate in writing and no 
communication which is written by a patient or sent to 
a patient should be opened, examined, withheld or delayed.

OR: 
25B . (a) Communications written by or to a 

psychiatric facili ty by or to: 
patient in a 

(i) a barrister or solicitor; 

(ii) a mEmtber of the Mental Health Review Board ; 

(ii i ) a member of the Legislative Assembly; 

(iv) a meimber of the Parliament of Canada; 

(v) the Ombudsman; 

(vi) the Patients' Advocate; 

(vii) the Public Trustee; or 

(viii)a psychiatrist duly qualified to practise in 
Manitoba 

should not be opened, examined, 
or delayed. 

censored, withheld 

(b) Any other communication written by or to a patient 
should be subject to be opened, examined, censored, 
withheld or delayed only where the officer in charge 
of a psychiatric facility or other person acting on 
his instructions has reasonable grounds to believe 
that the contents would 

(i) be unreasonably harmful 
addressee; or 

or offensive to the 

(ii) would prejudice the best interests of the 
patient; or 

(iii)would interfere with the treatment of the 
patient; or 

(iv) would cause the patient unnecessary distress. 

(c) Where the officer in charge of a psychiatric facility 
censors or withholds the delivery of a communication 
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either from the patient or to the addrE~ssee , a 
copy of the original communication should thereupon 
immediately be delivere d to the office of the 
Patient:s' Advocate whose responsibility it should be 
to determine the que stion of delivery. 

{d) Where a communication is not released to the patient 
or forwarded to the addressee as a result of the 
order of the Patients' Advocate , it should be returned 
to the :sender . {pages 47-51) 

26. {a) A patie111t who is in a psychiatric facility on a 
voluntary basis should be pe rmitted to vote in 
provincial and municipal electi ons {pa9e 51 ). 

{b) A patient who is in a psychiatric facility on a 
compulsory basis should not be permittE~d to vote in 
provincial and municipal elections (fair discussion 
as well as minority position on the i ssue , s ee 
pages 51-52) . 

27 . All controversial , experimental or surgical ps ychiatric 
procedures should be subject to independent r eview before 
they are perimitted whether or not the patient i s voluntary 
or compulsory and whether or not he appears to give his 
consent (pages 52- 56) . 

28 . The Commi ssion is unabl e to present a maj ority recom
mendation on what f orm i ndependent review should take . 
We therefore suggest one of t he following a l t e rnat ives 
be adopted: 

28A . Any tre atment of 
surgical nature 

a controversia l, experimental or 
should be subject to r eview by a court 

before it may be per f ormed. 

OR: 

28B. Any trea t ment of a controversial , experiment al or s urgical 
nature should be subject to review by the ME~ntal Health 
Review Board before it may be performed (pa9es 52-56) . 

29. (a) Where a compulsory pati ent objects to drastic 
treatment other than treatment of a controversi al, 
experimental or surgical nature, the treatmen t 
question should not be perf ormed unless it is 

i n 

recommended following independe nt asse ssment by a 
psychiatrist selected or approved by the patient 
or his :repr esentative . 
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(b) Where the psychiatri st who conducts the independent 
assessment does not recommend the treatment, the 
attending psychiatrist who proposed the treatment 
should forward a notice of these facts to the Mental 
Health Review Board for a hearing (pages 56-57). 

30. A person who is a voluntary patient in a psychiatric 
facility should have the absolute right to consent or 
refuse to consent to treatment of any kind. 

The Commission acknowledges with appreciation the 
many individuals and organizations who corresponded with us 
concerning revision of "The Mental Health Act", We attach 

a list of their names as Appendix A to this Report. 

This is a Report pursuant to section 5(3) of 
"The Law Reform Comm.i ssion Act", signed this 12th day of 
February 1979. 

R. Dale Gibson, Commissioner 

R.G.siiiet urst,Commissioner 

Val Werier, Commissioner 
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APPENDIX "A" 

LIST OF PERSONS Ai-W ORGANIZATIONS WHO CORRESPONDED WITH COMMISSION 

G.W. Maltby, Ombudsman 

Mental Health Manitoba, Canadian Mental Health Associ ation 
(Manitoba Division) 

April D. Katz, barrister 

W.G. Lamberd, M.D. 

R. H. Tavener , M.D., Chairman Psychiatric Nurse,s Education 
Advisory Committee 

Province of Manitoba, Department of Health and Social Development 
(Chief Medical Consultant) 

Norman Larsen, Executive Director, Legal Aid Manitoba 

The Public Trus:tee 

Manitoba Psychiatric Association 

Canadian Association for the Mentally Retarded. (Manitoba Division) 

Ad Hoc Protection and Guardianship Committee, Age and Opportunity 
Centre, Inc. 
F. Shane, M.D. 

Michael Kovacs, M. D. , Medical Director, Selkirk Mental Health 
Centre 

Joseph O'Sullivan , Q.C. (as he then was) 

Ian V. Dubiensk.i, Provincial Judge 

J. Matas, M. D. 

J. Varsamis, M.D . 

Anne Bolton , barrister 

Harold ff . Gyle,s , Chief Provincial Judge 

Citizens ' Committee on Human Rights (Church of Scientology) 
Leon Mitchell, Q.C. 

A. H. Moyes , M.D1. , Medical Director, Brandon Mental Health Centre 
D. L . O' Leary , M.D . 

M.W . Bollenback., M.D. 

R. Wehner, M.D. 

W. Lebeden, M.D. 
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W.B. Wills, Rehabilitation Counsellor 
M.R. Steinhart, M.D. 

H.G. Andrew, M.D., Secretary, Medical Advisory Committee 

Province of Alberta,Department of Social Services and Community
Health (Division of Mental Health Services) 

C.P. Hellon, Assistant Deputy Minister, Alberta Mental HealthServices 

E. Wahl, barrister, Alberta Social Services and Community Health(Legal Services) 

Gilbert Sharpe, Legal Counsel, Associate Staff, Faculty of 
Health Science, McMaster University 

Ontario Ministry of Health (Legal Branch) 

Margaret A. Shone, counsel, Alberta Institute of Law Researchand Reform 
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	INTRODUCTION 
	Under the law of Manitoba a person who is suffering from mental disorder whether or not it may endanger his or someone else's safety, may be forcibly detained in a hospital by a single physician, without appeal ("The l!ental Health Act", c.c.S.M., cap. Mll0, s . 9(1)). Commitment may be for a period as long as twenty-one days but can be renewed for an indefinite period once the attending physician has the approval of the Director of Psychiatric Services for the province or a judge of the Provincial Court. D
	The conclm3ions of the Clarkson study may seem somewhat inappropriate coming at a time when challenges in principle to civil incarceration of the mentally ill are as great and demonstratilve as they are today. Civil commitment is, after all , now bE?ing challenged by critics both within and without the medical :Eield, where the trend is i tself toward community-based treatment in preference to the long term committal of persons to institutions. Journalists , lawyers and civil libertarians have for years now
	In cases of extreme mental illness however, challenges 
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	to the philosophical justification of confinement are more difficult. In these cases particularly, the principle of the protection of society as a whole overrides oth1:!r considerations which must give way to stringent restrictions on personal liberty. Generally it is agreed, and t here is widespread social approval of this principle, that emergency detention based on "dangerous" mental illness is a legitimate exception to thE:! inalienable freedom of the individual and his otherwise unj ustified detention 
	POLICE POWER: EMERGENCY DETENTION 
	The real-life drama of a single event involving a former patient a.t the Selkirk Mental Health Center illustrates the point we are making about effective co!11Il1.itment procedures and the need for improvement of this law in Manitoba. 
	The pa.tient in question was reportedly holed-up with a shot gun, two or three other firearms and $80.00 of ammunition in the bush in a remote area of nanitoba. Psychiatric assessments mc1de while she was a patient indicated that she suffered from paranoid schizophrenia and there were suggestions that she could be dangerous, if only to herself. The medical director of the psychiatric facility requested the R.C.M.I'. to "pick up" the! patient and transport her to the centre for care and treatmemt. But the po
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	arrest the forMer patient for this purpose, without the appropriate judicial authorization. A subseouent review made by us of the police power in these circumstances confirmed the accuracy of that assessment. Amonq a number of reforms made to the Criminal Code at the time of the Bail Reform Act: amendments was the r emoval of atte!T'pted suicide as an offence under the Code, and with it has gone the consequent authority of a peace officer ut:o arrest wit:hout: warrant .. a person . who he believes is about 
	R. S.C. 1970 , chap. C-34, s. 454). As for the COJTll1\On law, it offers only uncertain protection for officers who, using reasonable force, act outside of these provisions of the Code to prevent "breaches of the peace, or danger to life and property". 
	Today, the primary source of police authority to apprehend and dispose o: mentally ill persons derives from provincial health legislation (R. G. Fox & P .G. Erickson, Apparent:ly Suffering From Men tal Disorder, Resear ch Report of the Centre of Criminology, University of Toronto, (1972)). There is still a provision in "The Mental Health Act" which provides for the apprehension by police and compulsory examination of a person believed to be in need of examination and treatment in a hospital. Once again howe
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	Its peculiar wording requires that the individual first refuse to be medically examined and followinq this, that an application be brought before a magistrate (now called a judge) to determine whether or not a warrant should :issue permit t ing the apprehension and examination (C.C.S. M. cap. MllO, s . 15). 
	In other respects "The Mental Healtii Act" is generally no l ,ess deficient. Indeed none of .its provisions would appear to provide an appropriate method for handl ing emergency situations. Earlier we r efe r red t o sec t i on 9(1} of the Act which allows any qualified medical practi tioner to certify that a person needs confinement for up to twenty-one days. This is an otherwise very effective provision, except when one considers that subsection (2) of tl,e section makes it a condition for judicial compul
	. . refuses to go to a hospital", voluntarily. This state of affairs hi'l.S proved to be unde sirable in in:stances where it h as been difficult a ctually to prove that the person did , either in the inst ance of secti on 15 (allowin9 for compulsory examination) r,efuse to be e xamine d, or as in the case of section 9 (allowing fo.r compulsory confinement) refus,3 to have himself admitted to hospital. The situation could arise as it did in the events we just described, where it is difficult to ascertain whe
	Finally, section 8 allows anybody to convey a person believed to be medically disordered to a hospital without using violence. This section, however, seeMs to require a 
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	willingness on the part of an individual to seek hospital 
	care, so that in a situation where speed is essential, there 
	is no power in police to compel an unwilling or violent person 
	to go to hospital without a warrant from the Director of Psychiatric Services , a justice of the peace, or judge 
	obtained under sections 9 or 15 . 
	Since their enactment in 1965, controversy has surrounded these provisions of "The Mental Health Act", for the most part because of their deficiency in the area of emergency measures. The Manitoba Psychiatric Association 
	(sub-committee on the revision of "The Mental Health Act'', 1965) is one of a number of community health organizations which has highlighted these problems in its many appeals to the Manitoba Government since 1967. As with the Cl arkson report, the Association has called for the amendment of this legislation and the immediate inclusion of provisions for the more effective handling of emergency matters, including a procedure which in certain circumstances would permit the apprehension and i nvoluntary commit
	All but one of Canada's ten provinces have mental health legislation whi ch includes this type of provision. Only Manitoba provides a procedure which in all cases necessitates the prior issue of a warrant. The others, although there are variations among them, also concurrently permit the police to act without a warrant in necessitous circumstances. 
	In Quebec the police may apprehend without a warrant but if committal beyond 48 hours following initial assessment by one psychiatrist is necessary, a hearinq before a judge is required (Mental Patients Protection Act, S.O. 1972, 
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	c. 
	c. 
	c. 
	166, s. :n amended by Statutes of 1974, c. 43, 71 , 39). In Alberta, Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland, Uew Brunswick and Saskatchewan a person apprehended may be taken directly to a hospi tal and subjecte d to an examination whereas in British Columbia the police must first take! the person to a physician and then only on his advice, to a provincial health facility or unit ("The Mental Health Act", S.B.C. 1964, c, 29 s . 2 7 ( l)) . In lfova Scotia, a peace officer who apprehenda a person for medical exa

	c. 
	c. 
	118, s. 26(2)). In British Columbia emergency detention is limited to 72 hours. The other provinces vary, although most offer quite specific provisions obligating the police to release a person not certified or admitted. 


	In 1973, following the lead of these other jurisdictions and as a result of the conclusions of the Clarkson study, amending legislation was proposed by the Depa.rtment of Health and Social Development to section 15 of "'i'lle Mental Heal th Act", and at the request of Cabinet 1referred by the Attorney-Gent:!ral to the Manitoba Law ReforJll Commission for our consideration. The effect of the suggested section as proposed, is that a person "suspected or believed to be in need of emergency examination or trea
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	a condition which, as we explained earlier, has proved undesirable because of the cumbersome and almost unrealistic way it requires a crisis situation to be handled. In draft it reads as follows: 
	15.1(1) Where a person in Manitoba is or is suspected or believed to be in need of emergency examination and treatment in a hospital, any person may apply to a magistrate or a justice of the peace for a warrant directing that the person be apprehended and brought to a hospital for confinement and treatment thereat as a compulsory patient. 
	The amendment also included a special subsection patterned on a similar provision in the Ontario "Mental Health Act" (R.S.O. 1970, cap. 269, s . 10), concerning the action of a peace officer, as defined by the Criminal Code. Under this subsection if a peace officer observes a person "ap_TJarently suffering from mental disorder" and acting in a manner which "in a normal person would be disorderly" he would have the power to take that person without warrant to an appropriate place for medical examination. Thi
	Subsection (2 ) of section 15 .1, as it was then proposed, reads as follows: 
	15.1(2) Notwithstanding subsection (1) where a peace officer as defined in the Criminal Code observes a person 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	apparently suffering from mental disorder; and 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	acting in a manner that in a normal person would be disorderly; 
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	that officer may, if he is satisfied that the person should be examined in the interest of hi s own s a fety or the safety of others take the person to an appropriate place for medical examination . 
	Since undertaking its review of thes:e amendments, the Commission has had t o come to grips with the relative importance of the two competing needs to which we have earlier referred. The one is the emergency apprehension of a deranged person; the other the preservation of the l ibe,rty of the individual who may be unnecessarily apprehende,d and later detained in an institution as an involuntary pat ient . In fact , the emergency apprehension powe r has bee,n invoked under statutes similar to the Manitoba am
	For eixample, alt hough a warrant in criminal cases issued prior to the determination of the facts usually causes the arrested pe,rson to be brought before a court where he or she may have counsel and can be heard in opposition to the charge or other proceeding, the warrant envisioned in draft section 15. 1(1) leads directly into hospital confinement "as a compulsory patient" without observation or examination by any qualified person. There is no opportunity for objection and the constable executing such a 
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	be concerned whether the arrested person is about to catch a plane, address a meeting, or start a new job. Furthermore warrants are issued on ex parte application. The draJEt provisions seem to accord no opportunity for a summary judicia.l hearing. 
	I • 
	In addition, considering draft section 15.1(2) if the adjective "normal" as applied to a person is not a precise psychiatric designation, it can hardly acquire more precision when made into a statu1t.ory one. Normal persons sometimes behave in a disorderly manner and should not necessarily be carted off directly foir compulsory examination at the discretion of a peace officer. In our view , this coMbination of vague statutory language and a police officer' s usually limited 
	Figure
	qualifications as a diagnostician may p resent serious problems 
	in applying the Manitoba amendment. The language , which authorizes detention of t.'1ose believed to be mentally disordered and manifesting abnormal behaviour, in essence Emdows 
	the police officer with a broad discretionary power. It is simply unclear what behaviour will fall within the literal language of the s tatute. 
	In Ontario the legislation defining the similar police power unc"'..er section 10 of "The Men t al Health Act" requires not only that the person apprehended be apparently suffering from mental disorder and observed to be acting in a manner that is disorderly, but also, that the peace officer be satisfied that the delay in obtaining a warrant by judicial process " would be dangi~rous" . Although it is certn.inl.y more consistent with the concern to maximize civil libertieis than is t he Manitoba amendment , 
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	the rights of the Individual" (Royal Commission Inquiry Into 
	Civil Rights , Report No. 1 , Vol . 3 at 1233 (1968)) . 
	The s ubstance of the McRuer Cowmission's argument was that the powers granted to police by section 10 were much wider than the power to arrest given police officers in other cases and, that the wording in the section "if he is that the person should be examined in the interests of his own safety . . " (which is identical in the Manitoba draft) was excessively subjective and should be replaced with an objective condition such as "if he has reasonable grounds to believe" or "if he believes on reasonable grou
	c. 269, s. 10 as amended by "An Act to Amend the Mental Health Act", S.O. 1978, s. 5). 
	We note too that the Ontario statute p rovides that upon apprehension by police, medical examin.ation of the individual shall be conducted forthwith. Iin Manitoba's draft provision th,ere is no such requirement and presumably cornMi ttal could be ind,efinite. Although it might be lawful and under statut,e, such detention would be arbitrary and undesirable. Very often medical experts will the1'!1selves disagree on the need for certification and it seems illogical, if not reckless, to expect the police to ex
	OTHER AREAS OPEN TO CRITTCISM 
	The Clarkson Report on Mental Health in Manitoba has suggested that, while the law should make it easier to 
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	take emergency action, it should in turn make it harder to detain people in custody under the Act. In contrast to the draft amendment it recommends that "The Mental Health Act" be rewritten and that it incorporate the more scrupulous concarn for the patient's civil rights that is included in other recent legislation. That is a principle with which the Commission is in 9eneral agreement. In our view the present~ental Health Ac~fails to ensure that persons subject to the mental commitm,ent procedure will rece
	For example , in the present "Mental Health Act" the Director of Psychiatric Services and the Superintendent of a hospital have broad sweeping powers of detention. Section 4(1) of the Act enumerates the powers of the Director who may admit and de tain for examination and treatment as pat i ents in any hospi·tal such persons as he may c.eem proper to be so admitted and detained. Similarly in section 4(2) the Superintendent or medical officer in charge of a hospital may admit and detain for examination and t 
	These sect i ons would appear to gi ve the medical officers involved an ,excessive amount of authority without holding them liable f,or negligence in discharging th1:!ir duties. It does not, for example, appear t o be required that the 
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	Director or his designee entertain even a reasonable belief that an individual is mentally disorde red and a.s a result in need of examination or treatment before his admission. 
	Furthermore section 94(1) of the Act provides that no responsibility for the detention or custody of a person rests with the officers or staff of a hospital where the person in question is held in accordance with its provisions. It appears to us that under these sections the Director's immunity may extend to render him free frore tort liability even in the face of an allegation of gross negligence against him. 
	Aside from the Director and Superintendemt "The Mental Health Act" also gives the medical practitioner a considerable amount of power in his or her own ri~rht. In Manitoba certification of a mental disorder by one~ medical practitioner, or by one psychiatrist, is all that is needed to commit a person to a mental hospital. This certificate may be based on a single medical examination which, along with the practitioner's belief that "the person should be confined as a patiEwt at a hospital", is all that is ne
	Besides the examination predating the certificate, the certificate itself may not be acted upon for some considerable period of time. The experience of a wowan who was 
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	committed to Bellevue under a similar provision of the New York statute on the authority of a six week olc certificate illustrates the abuse which this type of provision may cause.* 
	The certificate described several minor reasons for commitment, chief among which was the allegation that the woman in question was "guarding the public bathroom" in her Brooklyn hotel. But after the was writte:n, and two weeks before she was apprehende d and committed, the woman had moved to another hotel w!itth a private bath, therelby removing the principal reason for complaint (B.J . Enns, "Civil Liberties and Mental Illness" , 7 Crim. L. B. 101 at 
	certifice.te 

	p . 1 14 (1971)) . We can only conclude that if a limit were placed on how much timca! could elapse after which a certificate could not be acted upo111, this important change in circumstances would have become know111, and in all probability the woman would not have been committe d . Similar situations in Manitoba could also be avoided i n t his way . 
	Another report before us i ndicates that it is quite common in this p;rovince for physici ans' certificates to be inadequat ely filled out and for no corroborat i nq evidence to be elicited from relatives or anyone el se (Dr.W.G. Lamberd, "Observations on " The l\fental Heal th Act" and Proposals f or Changes" , 1978 (unpubli shed)). Frequently the certifi cate issued is taken to a p1rovincial judge who then issues a warrant for apprehension of the patient which is carried out by the police under section 9 
	*Section 78 of The Nei,; York Nental Hygi ene Law is the standard admission section. An1ong other things i t authorizes detention based upon nothing more t han the unwritten, unsworn allegation of a layman. In this case, however, the woman was committed on the authr,rity of a written statement from the Welfare Depar tment. 
	certificate and sign the warrant. Of course the application is ex parte but the magistrate is empowered, although not required by the Act, to hear evidence under oath with to the medical condition of the patient. 
	T'he initial twenty-one day period of detention for a compulsory patient may be extended if in the opinion of a psychiatrist on the staff of the hospital, the compulsory patient is Hin need of treatment that is likely to extend beyond twenty-one daystt . This ext ension must be issued by the Directo,r, a justice of t he peace or a judge for such further periods as may be necessary. However, section 11(2) of the Act states that before making such an order under subsection (1) the Director , a justice of the 
	'/l., recent study by two lawyers of Legal Aid Manitoba 
	{A Guide to HThe Mental Health Acttt by April Katz and Norman Larsen, 1975, unpublished) indicates that there is relatively little consideration of any evidence by the provincial judge in these situations . It says this: 
	A recent change under section 11 of the Ac t illustrates the point we are making about the reliance everyone has on doctors, ancil the awe with which doctors and the subject of' mental illness are held by the lP.gal profession. Section 11 provides that if a person in a hospital is considered by a psychiatrist to be in need of treatment that would be more than 21 days, an applic:ation to extend the person's stay beyond 21 days can be made to the Director c,f Psychiatric Services for Manitoba or to a justice,
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	with power to extend a person's stay in a hospital beyond the 21 days. The situation then was that the same psychiatrist who was aoplying for an extension could also grant it! The practice was all the more unsatisfactory by the fact that the Act does not reauire that the oatient or his relatives be given notice of the appiication, neither the patient or anyone else has to be present for the
	.. 
	hearing, and sworn evicence is not required. Part of the reason for the lack of such procedures may well be to save the patient embarrassment and str~ss, but clearly there could be better provisions for the needs· and rights of the patient and his family. 
	In an apparent attem?t to make the application for extension a nore just procedure, it recently became policy to have all applications for extension heard by a judge of th2 ~1anitoba provincial judges court. '!'he procedure now used in at least one Manitoba centre (which h~s a mental hospital nearby) is for the application to be sent to the office of the designated judge. Along with the application, the doctor sends a letter indicating that in his opinion further treatment is required. Also included with ev
	We do not say that: errors are being made or that orders of extension are being wrongfully made. We do suggest that the procedure May be too siMple, with little or nothing in the way of checks and balances to see that the patient or his family, or both, are informed and protected. He also wonder whether the court's involvement shouldn't be for more than giving standard and ready approval to the actions and wishes of medical people. The psychiatrists may not now be granting extension orders, but it seems tha
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	It should be noted from the above sections and the comments on them by the Legal Aid authors, that a person who is admitted as a compul sory patient, whether it be under section 8, 9 or section 15 of "The Mental Health Act" , may be detained for up to 21 days under the initial committal order. At the end of that period an application may be made for an order to extend the confinement, if the person is, in the opinion of the attending psychiatrist, "in need of treatment likely to extend in excess of twenty-o
	and the Dire·ctor or justice of the peace considering the matter is satisfied that the pers on is so in need. This order once g·ranted is indefinite and, in fact, can last for the life, of the person unless and until the order is 
	discharged by the Director or by the Superintendent or medical officer in charge of the hospital. No requirement that the person be a danger to himself or others exi sts for 
	this compuls;ory and indeterminate detention. What is more, 
	no notice of' these proceedings need be give,n to the patient 
	or to his/her next-of-kin. 
	Doctors tell us that these powers, are not abused and that the usual period of extension requesteid and granted is two to three! months , a period of time which bears a relationship to the usual clinical course of mental illness and its meaningful treatment. In general the rnedic:al profession maintains that wherever possible an attempt: to contact the next-of-kin is made. The legislation however prescribes no such limit, either on the length of a given period of ex tension or on the number of ext~nsions o
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	never receive a proper judicial hearing. 
	To borrow again from the Legal Aid ~eport, ""The Mental Health Act" is very much a doctor's law", with, it would seem, very little in the way of adequate legal safeguards. As we have seen, committal under the Act can potentially result in incarceration for a period extending up to a person' s lifetime. In actuality it continues indefinitely until the person who is detained as a compulsory patient i s "in the opinion of the Director or Superintendent of the hospital where the person is confined, recovered 
	24(1)) . 
	This immense power which the legislation giv,es to the Director of Psychiatric Services and other medical professional s has not, unfortunately, been balanced by any spelled out appeal procedure by or on behalf of the patient, such as a review board, a tribunal or other mechanism. An app,eal will lie as of right from the Director's, etc. decision to a judge of the County Court and is provided in section 26(1), with a further appeal to the Court of Appeal. But while section 26(1) gives the right of appeal f
	This immense power which the legislation giv,es to the Director of Psychiatric Services and other medical professional s has not, unfortunately, been balanced by any spelled out appeal procedure by or on behalf of the patient, such as a review board, a tribunal or other mechanism. An app,eal will lie as of right from the Director's, etc. decision to a judge of the County Court and is provided in section 26(1), with a further appeal to the Court of Appeal. But while section 26(1) gives the right of appeal f
	the proprie,ty of confi nement or discharge very much in the 

	discretion of the medical profession. 
	Certainly another of the possible contributing factors to the lack of recourse and appeals carr ied to our courts under "The Mental Health Act" is that the onus of corning forward and i nitiating the legal process has always been on thei patient . Unless he is very ag·gressive (and many mental patients are not) it is unlikely th.at a person committed under the Act will challenge the supe r vising psychiatrist and attempt to appeal his hospitalization. Furthern,ore no 
	one i s required by the st:at:ute t:o notify p2tient:s of their 
	legal rights of appeal . Sometime s f amily members are aware of available, legal remedies or have been told of them but the obvious problem with this is that the frurily interests and those of the patient may be in conflict. In contrast to the legislation in other jurisdictions and indeed to the Criminal Code, Manitoba ' s mental health legislation gives no heed to these conflicting interests and conditions. 
	Under federal law there must be a periodic review of al1 those, persons held in institutions who have been found not guilty a,f criminal offences because of their mental condi tion. Only these cases are reviewed by the nental Board of Review every six months at the instance of the State. While there is sucih a board to deal regularly with patients to ment al institutions following criminal charges there is no similar machinery for other mental patients. 
	For several years now the Manitoba Division of the Canadian Men.ta.l Health Association has been rec,:uesting amendments to the, provincial legislation to guarantee the mandatory 
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	review at regular intervals of all patients compulsorily confined to hospitals . Without such a review process, says the Canadian Mental Health Association report, there is no guarantee that a patient will be examined regularly to see if his mental condition is such that he is improved or recovered adequately to the point where he could be released. If an order is granted which would confine a patient to hospital 
	for a lengthy period or even permanently, the patient could conceivably be " forgotten" . That very situation revealed itself in Alberta after the discovery, some years ago, by the Alberta Ombudsman of a man who had needlessly spent more than 
	20 years in a mental institution. 
	In Manitoba, the Ombudsman's function with respe ct to "The Mental Health Act" has been to check and i nvestigate, on written complaint or his own initiative , all matters relating to its administration leading up to and subsequent to, detention. According· to the Ombudsman this might include a review of ce rtificati on by medical practitioners (section 9(1) ) , warrants to apprehend and convey (section 9(2)), orders of extension (section 11(1)) , changes in status of patients from voluntary to compulsory 
	While the work of the offi ce of the OI!lbudsman may go a long way to rest.ore our and the public' s confidence in the fairness of the r!ilental health system and its concern for individual rights and due process, in actuality his jurisdiction and authority are s e vere!y limited. He is empo1-1ered to deal only with matters of administration as distinct from matters of professional opinion by medical or pi;ychiatric doctors so that he has, for example, no statutory authority 
	to question or initiate a review of a medical opinion, either as to the committal or continuing detention of a patient. In practicei, where patients or their families are dissatisfied with the diagnosis or decision of a mediCcll practitioner or the medical. staff at a hospital, they may submit to the Ombudsman the n ame of a psychiatrist of their choice and arrangements may be made? by his office for an independe,nt psychiatric assessment. This procedure is not, however, a matter of right and while the Dir
	In addition, the Ombu~sman is further restricted by section 18 (d) of "The Ombudsman Act" (C.C. S.M. cap. 045) which actually bars him from investigating "any decision, recommendation, act or omission in respect of which there is, under any Act, a right of appeal or objection or a right to apply for a review on the merits of the case to any court or tribunal ... whether or not that right . .. has been exercised in the particular case . " unless "it r'.fould have been unreasonable to expect the complainant t
	Inadequate as these remedies are , the problem for the mental health patient is further aggravated by the fact that he will in all probability, be ignorant of them. If a person is charged with a criminal offence the court will see to it that he has legal representation, especially where he is unable to afford its cost. such, unfortunately, has not 
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	been the case where the question of an individual ' s liberty is before the quasi-judicial administrative officers and other officials who operate pursuant to "The l!ental Health 
	Act". 
	In our view, adequate safeguards have not, on the whole, been bui1t into this Act, either to provide th,e mental health patient with appropriate medical review or, alternatively, recours,e to the courts. There is a geineral consensus among the me1mbers of our Cormnission that ch,3.nges in Manitoba ' s "Mental Health Act" are necessary. We are a.lso in basic agreement as to what some of these changes should include : for example , more efficient emergency apprehension procedures should be enacted, the Act sh
	In addition the present practice of discretionary hospital discharge is unsatisfactory. In its place should be some form of automatic, periodic review of each pa tient's present condition and hi s/her need for continuing hospitalization. The Review Board might, for example, determine that the 
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	detention and treatment of a person be continued on a comp ulsory basis or, in the alternative, order that tlhe person be released, or that he be pe r mitted to r emain in the facility as a voluntary patient. Patients and their fri,ends and families who still feel aggrieved might also have some s,elf-initiated period right of access, at little or no cost, to the review tribunal for appeal, as well as having availabl,e t he existing procedures of habeas corpus, appeals to the Cownty Court and the as sistanc
	PUBLIC RESPONSE 
	Having considered these and other ~atters, the Com
	mission prepared some tentative proposals which were circulatea to certain interested persons and organizations in the province's mental health system, including the Depart~ent of Health and Social Development, the Canadian Mental Health Association , the Manitoba Psychiatric Association and others who had demonstrated some interest in and knowledge of the subjec t . These proposals were prepared as a legislative draft but were far from final in both content and form, even as tentative proposals . They we 
	In the main, these proposals incorporated the Commission's view at the time, that a person should be detained and treated only insofar as is necessary to restrain him and to relieve immediate danger to that person or to others. If he then fails to commit himself as a coMpulsory patient, the person should have the opportunity to contact his or her family, lawyer, physician or friend, etc. , before he is 
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	required to submit to any medical examination. The inquiry as to whether the person will be admitted as a compulsory patient and examined and treated or not should be either "in camera" or in open court at the option of the person. 
	The Commission was also unanimous at that stage, in asserting that there ought to be a regular and fn!quent review of all compulsory patients. 
	We now have copies of a large number of responses to these proposals. These responses, in the main, e:<press a rather negative view of our proposed "due process" provisions. In general, the approach taken by many physicians has ~een that "The Mental Health Act" should provide for formal 
	(involuntary or compulsory) emergency treatment as e}cpeditiously as possible. The issue of effective emergency procedure raises a "chicken-or-E!gg" question which the Commission had earlier resolved in favour of adjudication first, to be followed by examination and treatment. 
	Many members within the medical profession are opposed to this view, however. Their representations indicate that in practice, where a person is behaving "dangerously" there will be no time for judicial review and no timet to question a medical certificate or to consult a friend or counsel. In their view the expeidiency of these situations demands that the patient forgo his civil rights and that he be examined and treated before legal proceedings to question the detention are heard. Part and parcel of that 
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	By way of specific example, we cite the thoughtful 
	response of staff members at the Brandon Mental Health Centre and the Selkirk Mental Health Centre, from many of whom we heard, either as groups or individually. In general 
	their assessment was that: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	the procedures suggested were unwieldly; 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	the p:·ocedures, if implemented would probably 


	obstruct the obtaining of treatment fnr some patients; 
	(c) 
	(c) 
	(c) 
	eimergencies would not be well handled; 

	(d) 
	(d) 
	the suggestions tended to encourage an 


	E!Xcessively "legal" approach to an essentially medical problem; and 
	(e) the emphasis on civil rights was theoretically tenable, but rested on an absence of evidence that there has been any reason to be concerned that civil rights are not protected in fact, 
	by the present system. 
	'l'he Manitoba Psychiatric Association also reported considerable objection to our proposals by its menbers. After a study of them for a period of some eighteen months, the Association expressed its opinion to us by means of a number of resolutions adopted by its general membership, reiterating its long-standing view that emergency apprehension procedures were necessary to facilitate the care and treatment of persons who seem to be dangerous as a result of mental 
	disorder, as follows: 
	#13 . .. that a peace officer or constable may apprehend a person, whom they judge to be so emotionally disordered as to be a danger to themselves or others, by reason of his actions. 
	The peace officer or constable may then bring the emotionally disordered person to a psychiatric treatment facility for a medical examination. 
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	Notwithstanding this resolution the Association 
	seemed to agree that, 9iven the past record of civil commitment some legal modification in most other areas of the 
	mental health process was essential to ensure that ri9hts of 
	the mental health patiemt will in future be protected while 
	he is under the care of the psychiatrist or psychiatric 
	facility in question. 
	Not all o f our psychiatrist correspondents e,xpressed 
	negative opinions of the type of legislation we proposed. 
	One opinion which not c,nly seemed to lend support to our 
	draft provisions but in.deed to go much farther was outlined 
	in part as follows : 
	Some of the princi ples to be considere d in new proposals for mental health acts are as follows: 
	1. 
	1. 
	1. 
	Principle of the l east restrictive setting. This is that no person should be admitted to a treatment facility unless a prior determination is made that the facility is the least restrictive setting necessary for that person. 

	2. 
	2. 
	Principle of in~orrnal admission. No person should be formally, that is compulsorily, admitted t o hospital unless it has been pre viously determined that he is unwilling to enter informally. 

	3. 
	3. 
	Principle of the right to treatment. The use of compulsory powers on the grounds of mental diso rder is only justifiable when there is a good prospect of benefit to the patient from the treatment proposed and a patient should only be formally admitted to hospital if he is capable of 


	benefitting from treatment. 
	4. 
	4. 
	4. 
	Rights of hospitals. Hospitals should not b◄e coIT1pelled by law to adIT1i t compulsory patients. They should judge the need for admission on medical and social grounds only. 

	5. 
	5. 
	The principle of mandatory review and appeal. The re should be a mandatory reviBW of all patients compulsorily confined to hospitals at regular intervals. The burden of coming forward should be on the review .and appeal system and not on the patient or his relative. 

	6. 
	6. 
	The principle of "best interests of the child". In the case of children parents' interests do not necessarily coincide with the interests of the child and in these cases issues should be decided by a review body in the best interests of the child only. 

	7. 
	7. 
	'I'he principle of patient rights. Both formal and informal patients should have certain designated rights. These rights should be outlined in mental health legislation. 


	We have set out in some detail the tenor and in a few instances, the actual expression of the responses of those persons and organizations who are cl osely affected by and concerned with "The Uental Health Act" not only because is useful in formulating our own recommendations but because in this case the details reveal two iir.portant conclusions: 
	(1) that the strong opposition to our proposals stems large~ from the rn1edical profession's desire to see enacted effective emergency procedures; and (2) that otherwise the profession is committed, or at least responsive, to the need for reform in the area of civil safeguards for the mental health We have been persuaded to re-examine this issue to our original proposals in light of these factors. 
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	CIVIL COMMI,..MEN? IN OTHER JURISDICTIONS: NEW LEGISLATIOi-1 
	As mentione!d previously, most of the mental health legislation throughout Canada does make provision fc,r the police to apprehend and detain allegedly mentally ill persons without a warrant. At the same time, however, the legislation in some of these provinces, in particular P1.lberta and Ontario, which are the forerunners in this field, and more re,cently Nova Scotia which enacted new legislation in 1977, s:o jealously safeguards and protec:ts the rights of the mentally ill on admission to hospital that i
	"The Mental Health Act" (S.A. 1972, c. 118) was passed by the Alberta1 Legislature on November 22, 1972 and since its proclamation has been the subject of continual revision. Accordinc; to repr,rts the expressed purpose of this legislation is to provide advanced civil liberties protection, insofar as this is consistent with the effective treatment of mental disease. 
	For example,, the Act prescribes very specific limitations under which a. person can be involuntarily admitted to a treatment facility. A form issued pursuant to section 25 of the Act, which refers to an involuntary conveyance and examination r equires the signature of a registered therapist or a physic,ian. This form certifies that the therapist or physician has examined the person named in the certificate and that in his opinion the person is suffering from a mental disorder and is in a condition present
	certifica.te 

	Onc:e completed by the therapist or physician , the certificate is sufficient authori ty to convey the person named to a "Eaci lity" and for one or more therapists or physicians to prescribe for, to treat, to care for, detain and control the person while he is being so conveyed until the time he arrives at the facility for a period of 24 hours thereafter. 
	We also note that as soon as possible , but in any event not later than 24 hours after his arrival, a physician and a therapist or two physicians, after independent examinations, must: confirm the order of conveyanc:e and examination by certifyinq that the person i s suffering from mental disorder, is in a condition presenting a danger to himself or others, and, is unsuitable for admission other t han as a formal patient. Otherwise the person will be released. 
	The fact that the Alberta legislation authorizes accredited therapists to participate in the commitIT1ent of its patients is consistent with the fact that today ma ny people actually receive counselling and treatment for their mental disorders in their homes , long be fore~ they reach the stage where t.hey have to be admitted to hospital for more formal help. Physicians , in particular psychiatrists, are not after all readily available to see patiemts in a home setting. As a result, this task must be delega
	In fact however , what began as an attempt to implement this simple practical concept in Albert.a has apparently 
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	aroused a storm of debate in that province concerning the competence of types of therapists to diagnose and treat mental illness. As a result, Alberta therapists have never actua lly been registered or empowered to act pursuant to this legislation and there is now a proposal before the Alberta Legislature to remove these sections from "The Mental Health A c t". In their place, however, there is a further proposal under consideration by the Alberta Department of 
	Social Services (Ment al Health Services), to seek the creation of a special category of individuals each empowered simply to take a patient to a physician or facility for examination. It is envisaged that there will be a relatively la:rge number of suchindividuals, many from the public health professions but others of whom might lack formal qualifications but who would nevertheless be community leaders. 
	Apart from the prescription of treatment, this Commission considers that the use of regi stered psychiatric nurses to assess the! need for and to compel psychic1tric examination is appropriate. While we appreciate that there is psychiatric expertise in many of the public heaith professions, including registered nursing (R.N.), social work and psychology, we nevertheless believe that next to physicians, re gistered psychiatric nurses are best qualified to deal with mental illness. In our view, these personn
	Pl80) are competent to recognize potential cases of mental disease and, within prescribed limitations should b1~ permitted to sign conveyance certificates so that a patient may be 
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	taken to hospital for an examination at an early stage. Qualified psychiatrists would then be available to examine the patient to determine whether or not furthE!r care and commitment are necessary. We think that the use of the registered psychiatric nurses in this way would be an important element in crisis intervention and is in line with that approach which is more J~eliant on comrnunity resources. 
	In Alberta, a pe rson may also be conveyed to a treatment facility when inforJ'lation on oath is brought before a provL1cial judge setting forth the grounds, as above, on which it is bel ieved that such person is suffeiring from a mental disorder, and is in a condition presenting a danger to himself or others. The provincial judge is then r equired to make an inquiry and , if satisfied that an eixami nation of the person is appropriate in the interest of safety and can be arranged in no other way , may issu
	As stated, if a peace officer observes a person Happarently suffering from mental di sordertt, in a condition presenting a danger to himself or others and acting in a disorderly manner, and the circumstances are such that to proceed to obtain an order from a judge authorizing the apprehension and examination would be dangerous, the peace officer may take that person to a facility where he will be detained 24 hours until he is examined. 
	In each of these cases, if a certificate of conveyance and examination is confirmed within the 24 hours by two physicians or by a therapist and one physician, the patient may be observed, examined, cared for, treated, controlled and detained at the treatment facility for a period of one month from the date the second admission certificate i s issued. 
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	We also note that the Alberta legislation prohibits the detention of a patient in a mental institution for an indefinite time period. The longest period in respect of which a certificate of renewal may be issued is six months , and this certificate may only be issued after two other certificates of renewal for a period of no more than two months have already been issued. 
	Not only does the concept of issuing renewal certificates prohibit the admission of a patie nt for an indefinite period of time, but it also provides for a systematic review of the patient's condition. For example , the Act prohibits the issuance of renewal certificate s , either by physicians or therapists, unless first of all, they have personally examined the patient and, secondly are of the opinion that the patient continues to suff er f rom a mental disorder t o the extent that he is in a condition pr
	CERTI FICATION AND REVIEW 
	The Alberta :statute provides the additional procedural safeguard of an .independent panel or r eview boaird. This panel is composed of legal and psychiatric experts who are independent of hospital administration and who ar«e empowered to review and appr ove or cancel certificates of admission, renewal and incapacity. Mandatory hearing:s 
	The Alberta :statute provides the additional procedural safeguard of an .independent panel or r eview boaird. This panel is composed of legal and psychiatric experts who are independent of hospital administration and who ar«e empowered to review and appr ove or cancel certificates of admission, renewal and incapacity. Mandatory hearing:s 
	before this panel a re not automatic but thE~ patient does have the right to a formal hearing at his request with SOJ'!le restriction on the number and timing of these applications. 

	'I'lhe idea of the establishment of a provincial mental health review t ribunal is not new; nor is it unique to Albert a . In fact a s omewhat similar scheme was suggested for adoption in Manitoba in 1973 when, at the time Cabinet considered the amendment regarding police 1::?mer gency apprehension procedures , it conside red a further proposal to expand the present jurisdiction of "The Minister':s Board" established under Part II of "The 11ental Heal th Act" t() review the cases of mentally retarded perso
	s. 26.1(1) The board established under Part II 
	(s. 28) shall at least once a year review the case of every person 1vho is confined at a hospital under this Act for a year or more and after the review may 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	determine that the detention and treatment of the person be continued; or 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	order that the person be released from the hospital. 


	s. 26.l (2) Notwithstanding subsection (1), the parent or guardian of a person confined at a hospital under this Act, or any person mentioned in subsecti on 8(1) may, at any time, apply to the board to have the case of the person reviewed and the board may deal with the application in accordan c e with subsection (1) . 
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	While we ar,e of the opinion that it is co:mJmendable that a Minister's or other Board of Review should review the cases of patients detained in hospital, whether on a voluntary or compulsory basis, at least once a year, we are not of the opinion that this sug,gested amendment be passed into law. In our view more specific, detailed and studied provisions are required. 
	For example, section 28 of the Act, which deals with the composition of "The Minister's Board" provides for the appointment by th,e Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council to it, of no fewer than five and no more than t en persons, two of whom shall be duly qualified medical practitioners, one a member of the Law Society of ~anitoba and at least two of whom shall be appointed from the citizens of the province at large, and o': whom neither shall be a duly qualifiLed medical practitioner nor a member of the Law Socie
	the exception of the

	In Alberta, where the Minister of Social Services and Community Health :Ls obliged to establish one or more review panels for the province, four-member panels each comprised of a psychiatrist, a physician, a solicitor and a person representative of the general public, have beem appointed for each hospital. Prior to the 1972 amendment of this Act however , the .~lberta legislation provided for a three-member panel. ~~his same approach has been adopted in 
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	England, wherie the Lord Chancellor has established review tribunals for each Regional Hospital Board. Once again, their composition is governed by legislation which, very briefly, requires that each tribunal consist of representatives of the legal ,and Medical professions as well as lay persons. As for the lay members, they must have "such experience in administration, such knowledge of the social services or such other qualifications or experience as the Lord Chancellor considers sui ,table" (Wood, "Menta
	In ithe Commission's view the establishment of one or more three--mernber panels as in the English and earlier Alberta legislation would be preferable to the establishment of the large ireview board envisaged by draft aJTtend:rnent 
	s. 26.1(1). 1\lthough a larger body might attract a wide range of repn?sentation to its membership it might also produce problE?ms in scheduling meetings and hearing dates, resulting in a slow down in the process of reiview. In our view a small panel would operate more speedily and efficiently. In addition to the advantage of size however an odd-numbered panel of threE? members will also dispense with the need to employ a tie-breaking procedure in the person of the Chairman, as in Alberta.. 
	In Ontario, the creation of review tribunals has been criticize!d by the Mc'R.uer Conudssion Inqutiry Into Civil Rights because! their establishment in that jurisdiction to be entirely within the discretion of the provincial Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council (Report No. 1, Vol. 3 at 1235). Section 27 (1) of the Ontario Act merely state,s that the Lieutenant-Governor-in-Council "may" appoint a review board for any one or more psychiatric facilities . In Alberta the 
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	establishment of these boards is mandatory, as it should be in Manitoba. In our view, the appointment of members to the review panels should be guaranteed by statute and each should be required to be composed of at least one psychiatrist and one solicitor. The selection of the third member is p,erhaps best left to the discretion of the ~1inister whose resp,onsibility it should be to encourage citizen involvement as he sees fit. 
	Not all of our members favour this approach however. There are some of us who believe that greater medical :representation on each panel is necessary, for one thing, b,:!cause it will likely result i:n a panel more usefully equipped to determine the medical questions which will surely come before it. The majority of us do not agree. In our view it would be unwise and disruptiv,3 to the routine of the institutions to require any greater inurnber of psychiatrists or med±cal practitioners than is absolutely e
	o f legal,medical and social viewpoints, with each considered on an equal footing produces a balanced jud gment that S'hould , if communication is successfully established, [provide] the 
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	best chance':! of ach ieving good sense and sound judgment" . 
	'The Commission is divided on th1::! questi on of which persons to exclude from sitting on boards of review because of bias. Earlier, we referred to the fact that the proposed amendment for the e xpanded operation of the "Minister's Board" contained inadequate provi sions for the qualification of its members, particularly if it were to review the cases of mentally disordered patients. As with any court of l aw, the integrity of an administrative board or tribunal depends upon its actual and perceived object
	In order to obviate this problE~m, in Alberta, no person who is related by blood or marria9e to a person applying to the panel, no psychiatrist who is treating or who has treated an applicant and no solicitor who is acting or has acted for an applicant is eligible to sit as a member or an alternate member of a panel. Furthermore no person who is serving as a member of the staff at a facility is eligible to sit as a member or alternate member of the panel when it is considering an application from a patient 
	'1'7hile a number of our members have suggested that the solution adopted by the Alberta Legislature would be satisfact ory for enactment in Manitoba at least two of us are concc::!rned that the exclusion of staff members noted above, is too broad. According to these members, psychiatrists and other medical personnel who have admi tting privileges at certain Manitoba hospitals are known as their consulting or 
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	associate members of staff. In view of t he large numbers of psychiatrists who would be disqualified as a result of the position adopted by such hospita ls, it is proposed that the legislation exclude as panel members only active or full-time members of staff where the person appearing before the panel is from th.at facility . Only the se personnel it is suggested, have a sufficiently strong connection or associati on with a facility to infer some part iality or interest in the outcome of a prtient's r evi
	Only one o:f our members has indicated strong objection both to the Alberta provision and to the proposal for its improvement. According to this member, no person should be eligible to sit as a member or alternate member of a panel when it is consideriing an application for review by a patient with whom he or she .is acquainted. 
	For the mo.st part, however , we are in agreement. On the whole we are 1much impressed by the Alberta lE:!gislation, its procedur,es for comrni t tal and in particular those of its sections which deal with the provision of information to patients regarding their rights of access to the review boards. These sections are specifically designed to provide special assistance for mental health patients, many of whom have difficulty both in articulating their concerns and in appreciating the significance 
	-
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	of their legal r emedies. For example, in conjunction with this scheme the Alberta mental patient h~s the right (a) to be informed of the reason for his admission or continued detention "in s .irnple language" and (b) to be given a written statement of the authority of his detention, the function of the review panel and his right to apply to it for judicial review. Interpreters are required to be used where necessary. 
	An applicant or his representative has the right to cross-examine during the presentation of evidence to the panel. If in the opinion of the panel there may be an adverse effect on the applicant's health by his presence, he may be excludecl. In that event however, the review panel must see to it that a person is appointed to c1ct in the patient's behalf if he does not already have representation. 
	In Ontario the review board has a s i milar jurisdiction. Patients invohmtarily committed have a right to committal and renewal henring and the state cannot continue to detain unless it can once again show that without hospitalization 
	"the patient is suffering from mental disorder of a natur e or quality likely to result in serious bodily harm to t he pati ent . .. another person; or i mminent and serious physical impairment of the patient". 
	The review process is initiated by the patient but on the completion of the fourth certificate of renewal 
	(after 9 months + 2 weeks) and on completion of every 
	fourth certificate of renewal thereafter (every 12 months), the patient is deemed to have applied in prescribed form to the chairman of the review board for a hearing. As a further safeguard 1.he Ontario statute requires a physician who certi fies an involuntary admissi on or renewal, to give a notice 
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	in writing of comple,tion and filing of the certificate to the ::iatient in quest.ion and "to the area director for the area, in accordance with the Legal Aid Act , in which the psychiatric facility is located", 
	The provision in Ontario giving access to a "patients' advocate", is in our vi.ew a very significant one. Even in jurisdictions where there are already established r,eview boards, studies show that a vast number of mental health patients are totally unaware of their existence and purpose. Psychiatric staff often do not inform patients of their rights , either to appeal or to apply to Legal Aid for representation. In some jurisdictions, however, Alberta for example, the legislation contains provisions desig
	LL.M. thesis, University of Alberta, 1976, p. 157). 
	In Nova Scotia, "The Hospitals Act", 1967 {R.S.N.S. 
	c. 249 amended by S.N. S . 1977, c. 45) also contains provisions to assist patie!nts in exercising their rights under that legislation. These include directing the hospital facility to provide the patient with: 
	(a) advice in written form regarding ri ghts to all patients or persons ad~itted for observation regarding. 
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	(iv) 
	(iv) 
	(iv) 
	the 
	right 
	to 
	counsel, 
	[and] 

	( v ) 
	( v ) 
	the 
	right 
	to have 
	a 
	file 
	reviewed 

	TR
	by a review board 
	or 
	a 
	court, 


	The facility is also directed to assist 
	{b) any patient or person who is unable to read or understand and who wishes an oral exp,lanation of any document or wri t:ten coml'lunication with which the patient or person is 
	concerned; 
	{c) ... any patient or person admitted for observati on who wishes to contact a barrister; and 
	(d) . any patient or person admitted for 
	observation who wishe s to apply for a r e view by the review board . 
	Without immediate access to objective legal assis
	tance such provisions may nevertheless be i nadequate and, as a result, thE? review board process actually inaccessible. Handing a piece of paper to someone who is i n an extreme emotional or drugged state can hardly be considered appropriate notic,e of one's legal rights. Nor can the hospital staff always be counted upon to be object ive advisers. In 
	the case of fanily members, we can easily envisage instances where they will be unavailable to receive notice on behalf of a patient or alternatively where the f amily is itself 
	instrumental. in invoking the process by which the patient has come to be institutionalized. In each of these, the family will be unable or unwilling to render assistance, the patient in an appalling predicament, with no one to intervene in his behalf. With t he aid of a "patient' s advocate" however, the patient will be assisted in retaining counsel or at the very least in assessing the desirability 
	of bringing an application for r eview. Although we do not favour the use of the Legal Aid system in Mani t oba for this purpose, we agree that there must be some form of 
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	protection for the patient who is not in a position to 
	understand or act pursuant to a notice of his rights. 
	Specifically we sug9est that a "Patients' Advocate"' be 
	made available in al l psychiatric facilities to intercede 
	in matters concerning the rights of patients. This: office 
	might best be established through the office of thei Public 
	Trustee, 
	GROUNDS FOR COMPULSORY ADMISSION 
	The recently amended Ontario statute also utilizes 
	a narrower, more speici fie commitment standard, requtiring 
	that the grounds for involuntary admission be (i) serious 
	bodily harm to the patient; (ii) serious bodily harm to 
	another person; or (iii) imminent and serious physical 
	impairment of the patient, unless the patient remains in 
	the custody of a psychiatric facility as an involuntary 
	patient. Under the former standard (ie. "in need of 
	hospitalization in the interests of his own safety. .") 
	it seems to have bee,n extremely difficult to challenge the opinion of doctors that the allegedly mentally ill person required hospitalization. As a result the new definition could be the most siqnificant reform in the new legislation because it will probably substantially narrow the scope of the commitment procedures in Ontario and provide much more objective criteria for determining who is properly subject to involuntary committal. 
	The question of the criterion for involuntary 
	admission to a psychiatric facility has, of necessity, been 
	a central part of our own discussions concerning ch.anqes 
	in the Manitoba law. There is an immense variety of opinion whicn exists on this issue. 
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	Figure
	Recent statutory enactments indicate a trend 
	toward restricting civil commitment to the "d.ingerous" 
	mentally ill, and toward limiting the ty-i;:ie and increasing the 
	severity of ha:rm necessary to support a finding of dangerous
	ness. One study indicates that since 1959, the use of the 
	concept of "dangerousness" or "likelihood of serious harm" has markedly increased in use as a criterion for committal in the United :States where the various state .legislatures have been actively involved in the recodification of their statutes (The Laboratory of Community Psychiatry, Harvard Medical School, The Centre for Studies of CriITle and Delinquen.::y, National Institute of Mental Health, "Civil Commitment and Social Policy", final report, 1978) . Sometimes IT1ore detailed and explicit requiremen
	There are however some who belie·ve that there is an undue emphasis in the Ontario law on th€! relationship between psychiatric illness and physical violence. In their 
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	judgment the numbers of "dangerous" mentally ill arH small and, by comparison, 1there are many more non-dangerous mentally ill persons requirin9 help who would not be brought into the hospital scheme as a result of criteria which are confined to physical abuse. In fact, if the criteria in Manitoba were similarly narrow, and restricted to physical harm physical bodily harm, that is -a number of categories of mentally disordered patients would not be subject to t he proposed law. 
	-

	One category of patient is the patient who is causing severe emoti<)nal or mental stress, psycholocrical harm not physical harm, to family or friends. Another is the usually "manic depressive" individual, who, by reason of his illness, has wasted and/or is continuing to waste his assets to the detriment of the family. Both of these examples are major problems to which such legislation is not addressed. Examples abound of family members, especially children, friends and business associates, who suffer emotio
	One possiblle suggestion for irnproved criteiria might be those in place in the State of Iowa. The Iowa Code is unusual and includes within it as eligible for involuntary 
	comn,itment "a person who is likely to inflict seriouis emotional injury on t:he meP1bers of his or her family· or 
	,,, 

	others who lack reasonable opportunity to avoid contact 
	with the afflicted person if the afflicted person is allowed 
	to remain at liberty ~,ithout treatment" . By removinig the 
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	exclusive emphasis on the physical this alternative makes the criteria of harm substantially broader than those found in Ontario. At least one of our members advocates adoption 
	of this proposal. 
	Another possible method of expanding the criteria beyond those found in Ontario would be to enact the following: 
	(1) Where a physician examines a person and has reason to believe that the person, 
	(a) has caused or is causing harm to himself; 
	(b} has behaved or is behaving violently toward 
	another person or has caused or is causing 
	another person to fear harm from him; or 
	(c} has shown or is showing a lack of 
	competence to care for himself, 
	and if in addition the physician is of the opinion that the person is apparently suffering from mental disorder of a quality or nature 
	that will likely result in 
	(d) 
	(d) 
	(d) 
	serious harm to the person; 

	(e) 
	(e) 
	serious harm to another person; 


	(f} serious physical or mental deterioration 
	of the person; or 
	(g) serious loss of family stabil ity, finances or property 
	the physician may make an applica~ion in the prescribed form for the admission of the patient. 
	Still another approach would be to adopt a provision 
	similar to that of the Alberta Act. Alberta uses broad criteria and relies heavily on the judgment of its medical profession, the members of which must certify not only that 
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	Figure
	a patient suffers from a mental disorder and is in a condition presenting a "danger" to himself and to others, but also that he i s unsui table for admission other than as a compulsory patient. Two members of the Commission favour this proposal. 
	The opinion of t he three remaining members of the Commission is not to expand the Ontario criteria beyond those of physical da.nger. The chief reason for this view is a desire to ensure that non-conformists will not be subject to involuntary hospitalization. Virtually every alcoholic might , for example , be committable under the broad criterion of "harm" or "danger" to himself and families could plead that they were suffe,ring excessively and seek committal of these relatives. Similarly parental distress 
	THE SCHEME FOR REFORM 
	In the pre:ceding pages of this paper we have revealed some of the many shortcomings of the Manitoba law. We have referred to the limited role of the police in the administration of this legislation and, in general, the unsatisfactory 
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	emergency apprehension procedures it now provides. We have 
	touched on the rathe::r extensive and far-reaching power of the 
	Director of Psyc:hiatric Services; the l i mited responsibility 
	in tort of hospital personnel; the lack of at~ention to the 
	civil rights of the individual; the possibility of indefinite 
	committal which this legislation contains, and its general 
	inattention to the principles of natural justic:e. 
	We have acknowledged and considered t:he views of the medical profession as they have thus far be!en expressed to us. Finally, we have compared Manitoba's "!fental Health Act" with the legislation in Ontario and Alberta, as well as with that in thE~ other Canadian provinces and some American jurisdictions. 
	On the whole, the Commission i s impressed by the Ontario and Alberta statutes and the solutions in them to the problem of reconciling the interests of society in preserving safety and health and safeguardin~ the liberty of the individual. We believe that with some modification such provisions would be appropriate for enactment in Manitob~. Already we have made some specific recommendations towards that end. Among these, we have said th~t the Act should provide some periodic or easily accessible review pro
	said that the criteria for committal should be made more precise~ and that strict time limits should be set on the period of confinement.. These and the remaining proposals are presented at the conclusion of this paper. On the whole, they are 
	intended to pr<>vide a comprehensive scheme for (1) the admission of persons to mental institutions, (2) the periodic review of thesE? patients and (3) their release!, the basis 
	of which is a :fair balance of the interests of the mentally ill with those of the public at large. 
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	It is hoped that suc:h provisions will reduce, if not entirely overcome, the possibility of unwarranted certification and furthermore result in the timely release of persons from our institutions. 
	FREE COMMUNICATION 
	In additio,n to this s cheme of certification and review, we are dispo,sed to recommend that there be enacted certain other provisions which will enhance the dignity and respect of the rnenta,lly ill by preserving for them, to the extent that is reasonable under the circumstances, certain basic rights of democracy, citizenship and privacy. Included amongst these would be provisions guaranteeing the liberty of the voluntary hos:pital patient and establishing for voluntary and compulsory patients alike their 
	On the que,stion of the patient's right to send and receive unopened all personal correspondence addressed by and to him, the Comrrussion is equally divided. 
	At present: , the legislation in this province guarantees that patients will be furnished with necessary materials for communticating with any member of the Executive Council or Assembly, any hospital inspector, and with his attorney. In addition, pursuant to s . 22 of "The Ombudsman Act", letters written by a patient in any mental hospital are to be forwarded immediately unopened to the Ombudsman where they are addreissed to that official. With t hese exceptions only, all other communications, whether they
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	which is withheld, and not delivered to the patient or other party for whom it was intended. While one might assume that these restrictio,ns arise only in the case of persons who are committed involuntarily, it appears that no such differentiation has been made be.tween the rights of patients who are in hospital on a compulsory basis and those who remain freely and voluntarily as a result of less severe disorders. We do, however, acknowledge the practice in at least one Manitoba institution which permits a
	-

	In Ontario, "The Mental Health Act" requires a 
	somewhat more objective and judicious consideration of this matter. Section 19(2) sets out the only conditions under which an office:r in charge of a mental health facility may interfere with the private communications. This section provides as follows: 
	s. 19(1) Except as provided in this section, no communication written by a patient or sent to a patient shall be opened, examined or withheld, and the delivery shall not in any way be obstructed or delayed. 
	(2) 
	(2) 
	(2) 
	Where the officer in charge or ,a person acting under his authority has reasonable and probable cause to believe, 

	(a) 
	(a) 
	that the contents of a communication written by a patient would, 

	(i) 
	(i) 
	be unreasonably offensive to the addressee, or 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	prejudice the best interests of the patient; or 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	that the contents of a communication sent to a patient would, 

	(i) 
	(i) 
	interfere with the treatment of the patient, or 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	cause the patient unnecessary dist1~ess, 


	the officer in charge or a person acting under his authority may open and examine the contents and, if any condition mentioned in clause a orb, as the case may be, exists , may withhold such communication from delivery. 
	(3) 
	(3) 
	(3) 
	Subs€1ction 2 does not apply to a cor.:,munication written by a patient to, or appearing to be sent to a patient by, 

	(a) 
	(a) 
	a barrister and solicitor; 


	{b) a member of the review board or advisory review board under the Act; or 
	(c) a member of the Assembly. 
	More recently, Alberta has amended its legislation 
	and now guarantees its mental health patients an absolute 
	1ht to communication by post. Similar 
	and unrestricted rig

	reforms have been proposed in other jurisdictions. Some of 
	these have even suggested that patients be permitted to make 
	and receive unmonitored telephone calls, to have private 
	interviews with legal counsel and to receive visitors without 
	restriction at all reasonable times. 
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	There are, of course, quite a number of valid reasons why it would be desirable to allow a committed patient to communicate freely. There is, for example, evidence to indicate that "loss of liberty harms the mental patient and is unnecessary to public safety". Indeed it has been amply demonstrated that freedom (especially to communicate) is a therapeutic tool and that it speeds recovery (Hearings 
	Before the Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary, 8th Cong., 1st Sess., pt. 1, at 45 (1961)). 
	Some of our members do not favour this proposal, however. In their view some reasonable form c)f censorship is desirable and should be designed to ensure that the innocent are protected and that valuable family relations will be unharmed. Several examples can be given to illustrate the unfortunate consequences which might follow were patients not restricted in their ability to send and receive mail. Unconvinced of' the necessity for certification, a patient may blame his family for the confinement. In the p
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	Figure
	In order to protect all parties who are involved in corresponden ce with a patient, three members of: our Commission suggest enactment of the Ontario provie;ion wit h alterations in two major respects. The first would be to expand the patient"s unrestricted right under "ThE, Mental Health Act" to include communication, not only to or from his or her solicitor, members of Parliament, t he J~ssembly , the Executive Council and hospital review boards, but also to and from the provincial Ombudsman. Very often,,
	-

	THE RIGHT TO VOTE 
	Another question which provoked much discussion among members of the Commission is whether the mentally ill patient should be E3xcluded from voting in provincial elections. Section 16(1) of "The Election Act" (C. C.S.M. c. E30) disqualifies from voting at an election "persons who are patients in mental hospitals or institutions for mental reta rdates". This section appears to deprive of their rights unnecessarily persons who are admitted to mental hospitals on a non-compulsory basis. 
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	We believe that the rights of a patient who is admitted to hospital of his or her own volition should be retained in all respects, save that he or she may be detained for a minimum number of hours, if necessary, to invoke emergency procedures. We are unanimous in our agreement with the Office of the Chief Electoral Officer (Manitoba) in its study of "The .Election Act" which states that, "admission to a mental hospital is not considered to be evidence of incompetence and therefore there appears to bt:! no j
	The minority of our Commission believes that the enfranchisement of all mental patients is justifiable. This proposal is nc,t without precedent and is based on psychiatric literature which indicates that many forms of mental illness have a highly specific impact on their victims, leaving decision making capacity and reasoning ability ot herwise largely unimpaired. '"The Model Draft Act Governing Hospitalization of The Mentally l :11" (21, 26 Public Health Public No. 51 (Rev.1952) prepared by the Federal Sec
	The majority of our Commission, however, does not approve of tht:! extension of voting rights to involuntary mental patients. Administ rative difficulties aside, these members object to the proposal because they believe involuntary commitment to be clear .and convincing evidenc:::e of a person's inability bo:th to function normally within society, and consequently, to choose its elected representatives. 
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	CONSENT TO TREATMENT 
	The issue of mental compet ency raises ,a number of other issues of c,oncern to this Commission. Many current mental health statutes provide that a patient remains legally competent until h,e has been formally adjudicated incompetent and that neither hospitalization nor commib1ent is an automatic finding of incomp,etency. Patients who are cornrnitted but found not to be incompetent to do so may nevert heless manage their own financial aff,:iirs. A related issue concerns the right of a mental health patient 
	A few American statutes now require thc1t an involun
	tary patient' s consent be obtained before treatmemt can be 
	administered. Although mechanisms are often available to 
	override a patient's refusal to consent (by subs:tituting 
	consent of a relative, guardian or the court), these statutes 
	seldom question the validity of a patient's own grrant of 
	consent. Although a patient may give nodding approval and 
	theraby appear to consent to suggested treatment, he may not in fact fully appreciate what it is that his physician proposes. Apart from this, a patient's consent may be based on a delusion. Thus a patient's consent is not freely given if it is based upon fears of reprisals if, for example, he does not accede to the wishes of his doctor. The recently amended Ontario statute provides an interesting solution to this problem. An involuntary patient has the right not to have psycho-surgery of any kind performed
	Figure
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	the hospital must obtain an order after a hearing before the provincial revie~w board at which the patient or his counse] may be present. 
	With the exception of Ontario and Nova Scotia which specifically prevent it, and a few other jurisdictions in which the legislation is silent, most provinces in Canada have enacted legislation to authorize treatment to be administered regardless of the voluntary or compulsory status of the patient and whether or not he consents to it. In Manitoba no such statutory authority exists and presurna.bly the consent of a competent patient and, if the patient is incompe tent, a substituted consent obtained from so
	In addition to the power to administer the estate of a mentally disordered person who is committed to hospital, the Public Trust ee , when constituted a committee of the estate of a patient, is also the committee o:E his person. This means that he is also charged with the responsibility of protecting the civil rights of the pati ent. According to the Public Trustee this might include consent with respect to surgical operations and other matters . 
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	Figure
	However, it is possible that many physicians working in our provincial hospitals are of the view that they are able to do what: they think best for their involuntary patients without ccinsidering the need to obtain the consent of their committees1 . Treatment of patients in this way is easily enough ratic,nalized because the essence of this concept is to assis:t persons who are unable to seek help for themselves. The mentally ill patient, by definition, is precl uded by illness from knowing what is in his o
	The recen.t efforts of American author John Marks in exposing the startling experimental research conducted in Canada throughout the late 1950s and early 1960s supports us in this view. During the period reported by Marks, depressed and schizophrenic persons from around the world were drawn to McGill University ' s, Allan Memorial Institute, then under the directorship of Dr. D. Ewen Cameron, where unsuspecting patients were reportedly subjected to bizarre and adverturesome experiments aimed at producing a
	employed by the Institute. These methods 
	Figure
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	included massive doses of mind-altering drugs, such as LSD and curare. Fifteen years later Dr. Ca!"leron's "<?uinea pigs" report they are still suffering the aftereffects of the treatment in question. 
	Since both experimental and physical psychiatric therapies, such as psycho-surgery and heavy medication, are drastic and can harve dangerous side effects, we think there is still cause for concern respecting this issue. In our view, patients should have some right to refuse treatment. On the other hand, we realize that because modern psychiatric hospitals are treatment facilities and not detention centres, an unlimited right: to refuse treatment would frustrate the purposes of any mental health legislation.
	In addition to this scheme, it has been suggested to us that perhaps there could be a therapeutic ,committee of some sort to approve all other treatment programs for every involuntary patient. Again we wish to avoid the possibility that psychiatric institutions will simply become places for 
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	custody and rest:t'aint; in our view that would be regiressive and would almost obvi.ate the need to have such institutions. Moreover, such a scheme would involve medical practitioners in what is likely to become an excessively administrative and adversarial procedure. In the result, doctors would be tied up before commi t1tees or review boards in an effort to obtain their consents and consequently would have less and less time to spend with their patients. 
	While we arE~ not convinced that the patient should have the right to detE~rmine his care and treatment in all cases, we do believe that, in addition to the use of psychosurgery and other controversial treatments which are not to be performed on him without independent review and approval, the patient should at least have the right to the independent opinion of a psychiatrist he selects when drastic treiatment, such as electroshock therapy, is contemplated. Wherei the opinions of the psychiatrists vary, we
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	the profession that, by prescribing limitations on the manner in which their patients should be treated, we may be contributing to the unfortunate result that what is an acceptable and effective treatment will not be used. 
	Notwithstanding the best intentions of the medical profession, we believe that the mental health review board should review consent issues in cases where the proposed treatment may be attended by significant discomfort or risk of side effects. In our view the use of such procedures and the appraisal of their desirability in the case of a given patient are not matters solely for medical determination. Where the patient and society in general hav1? some apprehension about a course of treatment it should be s
	A complete summary of our recommendations follows 
	at the conclusion of this Report. In keeping with the 
	earlier recoI!llmendations of the Clarkson study, they are 
	intended to assist in the early treatment of persons appa
	rently suffering from mental disorders. In addition we 
	hope they will provide greater protection for persons 
	apprehended and detained pursuant to "The .Mental Health 
	Act", and correspondingly, more restraint on those persons 
	having power to detain under it. 
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	RECOMMENDATIONS 
	1. A person should be admitted to a psychiatric facility for compulsory observation and assessment, only upon: 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	(a) 
	the medical certi ficate (called a "Medical Order for Psychiatric Assessment") of a single medical practitioner or psychiatric nurse duly qualified or registered to practise in the province;or 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	the order (called a "Judicial Order for Psychiatric Assessment") of a provincial court judge; or 


	(c) the emergency apprehension and conveyanc,e to the hospital by a peace officer designat,ed under the Criminal Code (called an "Emergency .Police Apprehension for Psychiatric Assessment"). 
	The procedure for voluntary admission to a psychiatric facility for observation and assessment should be handled by the facility like any other voluntary admission (pages 21, 28-30) . 
	2. (a) A "Medical Order for Psychiatric Assessm,ent" should be signed and dated by the practitioner or psychiatric nurse who personally examined the person named in it, no later than within seven days of tlhe examination and the medical order should cease to have any force and effect unless it is presented to the hospital in question within seven days of the tim1c! of the signature of the practitioner or psychiatric nurse 
	(pages 12·-13) . 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	The practitioner or psychiatric nurse who signs a "Medical Order for Psychiatric Assessment" should be requir,ed to state his or her belief based on reasonabl•e grounds that the person in respect of whom the order is made 

	(i) 
	(i) 
	has threatened or attempted or is threatening or attempting to cause bodily harm to himself; 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	has behaved, or is behaving violent1y towards another person or has caused or is causing another person to fear bodily harm from him; or 


	(iii)has :shown or is showing a lack of competence to c.are for himself 
	and in addition, that the person i s appar ently suffering 
	Figure
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	from mental disorder of a nature or quality that is likely to result in 
	(iv) 
	(iv) 
	(iv) 
	se,rious bodily harm to the person; 

	(v) 
	(v) 
	serious bodily harm to another person; or 

	(vi) 
	(vi) 
	i mminent and serious physical i mpairment of the person. 


	(For the discussion and minority position on this issue, see pages 41-45) 
	(c) 
	(c) 
	(c) 
	The practitioner or psychiatric nurse 
	who signs 
	a 

	TR
	"Medical 
	Order 
	for 
	Psychiatric Assessment" 
	should 

	TR
	be required to state the facts upon which he/she bases his/her belief as above, that the person is 

	TR
	apparently suffering from mental disorder. The practitioner or psychiatric nurse should also be 

	TR
	required to distinguish as between those facts observed and those communicated to him/her. 

	3. 
	3. 
	(a) 
	A valid and subsisting Psychiatr i c Assessment" 
	"Medical order for should be sufficient authority 

	TR
	for anyone to take the person who is the subject of the order into custody and to convey the person to 

	TR
	a 
	psychiatric facility forthwith. 

	TR
	(b) 
	Upon receipt by a peace officer of a valid and subsisting "Medical Order for Psychiatric Assess

	TR
	ment", the officer should be required to do all things necessary to take the person who is the 

	TR
	subject of the order to a 
	psychiatric 
	facility 

	TR
	forthwith. 

	4. 
	4. 
	(a) 
	When information upon oath is brought before 
	a 

	TR
	provincial court judge or magistrate that a 
	person 

	TR
	(i) 
	has thre atened or 
	attempted or is threatening 

	TR
	or attempting to 
	cause bodily harm to himself; 

	TR
	(ii) 
	has behaved or is behaving violently towards another person or has caused or is causing 

	TR
	another person to fear bodily harm from him; 
	or 

	TR
	(iii)has shown 
	or is showing a 
	lack of competence 
	to 

	TR
	c:::are 
	for. himself, 

	TR
	and in addition,based upon information before him 
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	the judge or magistrate has reasonable cause to believe that the person is apparently suffering from m1:lntal disorder of a nature or quality that likely will result in 
	(iv) 
	(iv) 
	(iv) 
	SE?rious bodily harm to the person; 

	(v) 
	(v) 
	SE~rious bodily harm to another person; or 

	(vi) 
	(vi) 
	imminent and serious physical impairment of the person, 


	the provincial court judge or magistrate should 
	be empowered to issue a "Judici1tl OrdEtr for Psychia
	tric Assessment" of the person (pages 41-45). 
	5. Where a peace officer has reasonable cause to believe 
	that a persc,n 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	(i) 
	has threatened or attenpted or is threatening or attempting to cause bodily harm to himself; 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	has behaved or is behaving violently towards another person or has caused or is causing an.other person to fear bodily harm from him; 


	or 
	(iii)ha.s shown or is showing a lack of competence to, care for himself, 
	and in addition the officer is of the opinion that the 
	person is apparently suffering from mental disorder of 
	a nature that likely will result in 
	(iv) 
	(iv) 
	(iv) 
	serious bodily harm to the person; 

	(v) 
	(v) 
	serious bodily harm to another person; or 

	(vi) 
	(vi) 
	imminent and serious physical impairmentof the person, 


	and that it would be dangerous to proceed for a "Judicial 
	Order for Psychiatric Assessment", he should be enabled 
	to make an "Emergency Police Apprehension for Psychiatric 
	Assessment" of the person (pages 5-10, 24). 
	6. (a) A peace officer who takes a person into custody either pursuant to a medical order, judicial order, or emergency police apprehension for psychiatric assessment should be required to convey the person forthwith to a psychiatric facility for observation 
	and examination. 
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	(b) 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	A patient who arrives at a psychiatric facility pursuant to a medical order, judicial order, or 

	TR
	emergency police apprehension for psychiatric assessment should be accepted by the facility for 

	TR
	psychiatric observation and 
	assessment. 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	A peace: officer who takes 
	a 
	person in custody 

	TR
	to a 
	psychiatric facility should be required to 

	TR
	remain 
	at the facility and retain custody of 

	TR
	the person until the facility accepts him for observc1tion and asse ssment . 

	7. 
	7. 
	(a) 
	A person who arrives at a psychiatric facility pursuant to a medical order, judicial order or emer

	TR
	gency police apprehension for psychiatric assessment should be examined forthwith upon his arrival at the 

	TR
	facility, but in any event not later than within 48 hou:rs, by a psychiatrist duly qualified to 

	TR
	practise in the province. 

	TR
	(b) 
	Although medical officers on staff at psychiatric f acilities should be empowered to detain, restrain 

	TR
	and observe assessment, 
	a person once he or she is admitted no general power should be invested 
	for 

	TR
	in the 
	medical personnel to treat a 
	p,erson during 

	TR
	the 48 hour period in which he/she i s detained, except to the extent that it is necessary for the 

	TR
	purpose of relieving immediate danger to the admitted person. or to others, or to the extent that it is 

	TR
	necess.ary 
	to permit the 
	r equired psychiatric 

	TR
	assessment to be made 
	(page 22). 

	TR
	(c) 
	A person who , 
	following psychiatric assessment, is 

	TR
	not certified for admissi on to the facility either as a voluntary or as a compulsory patient is t o be 

	TR
	released forthwith, but 
	in 
	any 
	event within 48 hours 

	TR
	of his arrival. 

	8 . 
	8 . 
	(a) 
	As soon as possible after his arrival at a facility for psychiatric assessment, a person is to be advised, 

	TR
	in simple language, of his rights under the legislation, in particular the reasons and period of his 

	TR
	detention, his right of 
	release 
	and his right to 

	TR
	apply for a 
	to the provincial Mental Health Revi ew Board review. Efforts to contact next-of-kin should 

	TR
	be required to be made 
	at this time 
	(page 21). 
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	(b) An interpreter should be provided where t here is language diffi culty. 
	9. (a) A person may be admitted to a psychiatric facility as a voluntary patient where the psychiatrists conductincr the examination for assessment: are of the opinion that he suffers f rom a mental disorder of such a nature that he is in need of the treatment provided i.n the facility and that he is suitable for adrniss1i on as a voluntary patient. The method by which the patient arrives at the psychiatric hospital should not determine his status (page 45) . 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	A vol untary patient should have the right to be discharged within a reasonable period of time following his request for discharge unless there are already in existence at that time two admission certificates dul y completed for his compulsory committal. Eight hours would be a reasonable period of time in these circumstances (page 51). 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	Every member of the staff of a psychiatric facilityshould have the responsibility to bring to the attention of the Superintendent of the facility or other medical officer in charge of the psychiatric facility in question every request for discharge which he or she receives from a voluntary patient. 


	10. 
	10. 
	10. 
	A person should only be admitted to a psychiat:ric facility as a compul sory patient, or alternatively his admission should be extended only where , following separ;:tte psychiatri c assessments by them, two psychiatrists duly qualified t o practise in t he province, independently issue their certificates of admission or renewal, as the case may be. Psychiatrists should be required to certify that in their opinion the person is suffering from mental disorder of a nature that likely will result in serious b

	11. 
	11. 
	Every admission and renewal certificate should be dated and signed by the psychiatrist who issues it. In addition, each should show the date and time that the pe1~sonal examination was made and the facts upon which the psychiatrist formed his opinion as to the nature of the disorder, distinguishing t he facts observed by him from the facts communicated to him by others (page 31). 
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	Figure
	12. (a) Two certificates of admission should be sufficient authority to detain a person at a psychiatric facility for a period of no more than one month. 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	Certificates of renewal to extend the compulsory confinement beyond one month should be invalid unless they arei issued within specified periods of time. These peiriods should be: 

	(i) 
	(i) 
	within one month from the date of the person's admission as a compulsory patient,, that is, within one month from the issuancei of the two certificates of admission; 

	(ii) 
	(ii) 
	within two months from the date of the first renewal certificates; 


	(iii)within three months from the date of the second renewal of the certificates and every renewal thereafter. 
	13. 
	13. 
	13. 
	A compulsory pc>tient whose authorized period of detention, either on admission or renewal, has expired, should thereupon become a voluntary patient. The patient and his/her nearest relcLtives should thereupon be advised of the changes in his/her status, and the patient's right to discharge upon eight hours' notice. 

	14. 
	14. 
	A compulsory patient whose authorized period of detention either on admission or renewal has not expired, should nevertheless be continued as a voluntary patient where, in the opinion of the attending psychiatrist, it would be appropriate. In this case, the certificatE~s of admission and renewal should be deemed to be cancellE~d and the patient and his/her nearest relative should be so advised. 

	15. 
	15. 
	Upon his admission and later upon his continuation as a compulsory patient and upon every subsequeint extension of his detention, a patient should have th,e right, on request, to have an independent assessment of himself by a psychiatrist of his own choice (page 20). 

	16. 
	16. 
	(a) Upon his admission or continuation as a voluntary or as a compulsory patient, both the patient and his neiarest relative should be informed in simple language of the reason for his detention. He should also be given a written statement of the authority for his detention, the period thereof, of his right to communicate with counsel and the Ombudsman , and 
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	othe r appropriate parties, and in the case of a compulsory patient his right to an independent 
	othe r appropriate parties, and in the case of a compulsory patient his right to an independent 
	othe r appropriate parties, and in the case of a compulsory patient his right to an independent 

	psychi atric 
	psychi atric 
	assessment by his own 
	psychiatrist or by 

	a 
	a 
	psychiatrist he selects~ 
	in the 
	case oi: 
	a 
	voluntary 

	patient hi s right to request discharge. The existence of the office of the "Patients' Advocate" 
	patient hi s right to request discharge. The existence of the office of the "Patients' Advocate" 

	should also be made known time (page!s 38-41). 
	should also be made known time (page!s 38-41). 
	to all patients: at this 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	A statement made to a compulsory patient should also include information concerning the existence and function of the Review Board(s), the name and address 

	TR
	of the Cha:irman of the appropriate board, and the patient's right to apply to the Board at specified 

	TR
	intervals for cancellation of the admission or renewal 

	TR
	certificates 
	then in force. 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	The information concerning the patient's rights which is contained in a written statement given 
	to 

	TR
	him should be supplemented by posters on display in all psychiatric facilities in the province. The 

	TR
	posters should also advertise the existence and availability of Legal Aid, the Ombudsman and the office of the Patients' Advocate. 

	17. 
	17. 
	(a) 
	A Patients' Advocate should be available in all 

	TR
	psychiatric facilities 
	to intercede in matters 

	TR
	concerning the rights of mental hea lth patients, such advocates c:ould possibly be established through the 

	TR
	office of the Public Trustee 
	(pages 39-41). 

	TR
	(b) 
	Where 
	a 
	person is admitted or continued as 
	a 
	voluntary 

	TR
	patient or 
	admitted or continued 
	as 
	a 
	compulsory 

	TR
	patient in a psychiatric facility the medical director or other officer in charge should be required to 

	TR
	forward 
	a 
	notice in writing of that fact to the office 

	TR
	of the Patients' Advocate 
	(pages 40-41). 

	TR
	(c) 
	Where there? is 
	a 
	conflict of opinion 
	as 
	between 

	TR
	the psychia trist at a hospital and a psychiatrist selected by a patient to conduct an independent 

	TR
	psychiatric: assessment of him, the medical director or other of'ficer in charge of the facility should 

	TR
	forward 
	a 
	notice to that effect to the office of 

	TR
	the Patients' Advocate. 

	TR
	(d) 
	A notice to 
	the office of the Patients' Advocate 

	TR
	should contain information advising the advocate 
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	of the presence of the patient at the facility, the date of his arrival, the date of his admission, his sta.tus in the facility, as well as other information needed to facilitate the bringing by the patient, or the advocate on his behalf, of an application for review, a notice for discharge and a requeist for independent psychiatric assessment. 
	18. {a) The province should establish a Mental. Health Review Board for the purpose of hearing and considering applications from compulsory patients for the cancellation of admission or renewal certificates {pages 31-33). 
	{b) l'n addition the Mental Health Review Board should automatically, at least once a year, review the case of eve:ry compulsory and every voluntary patient who has been in a psychiatric facility for a year or more {page 33) . 
	{c) The Mental Health Review Board should consist of one or more three member panels, the members of which should be appointed by the Minister of Health and Social Development for the province and should include at lea.st one psychiatrist and at least one barrister or solicitor. (For discussion as well as the minority position on this issue, see page s 33-35.) 
	19 . The Commission is unable to present a majority recommendation on the issue of membership on reiview panels. We therefore suggest one of the following be adopted: 
	19A. (a) No pe1rson who is serving as a member of the staff of a facility should be eligible to sit as a member or alternate member of the review panel when the panel is considering the case of a patient of that facility. 
	(b) No me,mber of the Review Board should sit on a panel when the panel is considering the review of a patient or former patient, client or former client or relative of a member of the review panel in question. 
	OR : 
	19B. (a) No pe,rson who is actively serving as a member of the staff of a facility should be eligible to sit as a membeir or alternate member of a review panel when the 
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	panel is considering t he facility. 
	panel is considering t he facility. 
	panel is considering t he facility. 
	case 
	of a 
	patiEmt of that 

	(b) 
	(b) 
	No member of the Review Board should sit on 
	a 
	panel 

	TR
	when the panel is considering the 
	review of 
	a 
	patient 

	TR
	or former patient, client or former client or of a member of the review panel in question. 
	relative 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	Members 
	of 
	a 
	barrister and solicitor 
	or 
	a 
	psychiatrist' s 

	TR
	family should also be excluded f rom sitting on a panel whein the panel is considering the review of 
	a 

	TR
	patient c,r 
	former 
	patient, client 
	or 
	former client 

	TR
	of the barrister questi on. 
	and solicitor or psychiatrist in 

	OR: 
	OR: 

	19C. 
	19C. 
	(a) 
	No person should be eligible to sit as a member or alternate member of a review panel when the panel 

	TR
	is considering the review of a patient with whom he or she is acquainted (page 36-37). 

	20. 
	20. 
	(a) 
	A compulsory patient or a person on his behalf should have the right to apply to the chairman of the Mental Health Review Board for cancellation of t he admission 

	TR
	or renewal certificates under which authority he is detained, but he should be permitted to make no more 

	TR
	than 
	one 
	i:ipplication with respect to the initial 

	TR
	admission and 
	to each subsequent 
	renewal . 

	TR
	(b) 
	Within 28 days of the receipt of 
	an 
	application by 

	TR
	the chairman 
	or 
	such longer period as 
	t he! Minister 

	TR
	allows, 
	the review panel appointed to hear the review 

	TR
	should hear and consider the application. 

	TR
	(c) 
	The panel which hears the review should be required 

	TR
	to reach its decision within 14 days afteir completing the hearing. 

	TR
	(d) 
	Within 
	seven 
	days o f 
	the date of its decision, 

	TR
	copies of the decision of the review panel, including in the case of an adverse ruling, a notice regarding 

	TR
	the right to appeal the decision, should be sent to the applic:ant, his nearest relative, and the office 

	TR
	of the Patients' Advocate 
	as well 
	as 
	to any other 

	TR
	person interested in or present at the hearing. 
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	(e) 
	(e) 
	(e) 
	A decision of the Mental Health Review Board should be binding upon the board of the facility. 

	(f) 
	(f) 
	An appeal de novo from the decision of the Mental Health Re,view Board should be to the County Court as of rig·ht. Notice of appeal should be given within 28 days of the decision and may be given by the patient or someone on his behalf or by the medical superintendent or director of the facility. 


	21. (a) The hearings of the Mental Health Review Board should bei in camera. 
	(b) The patiemt and/or his counse l or someone on his behalf, his family, and a r epresentative of the facility should however have the right to be personally present at the hE~aring. 
	(~) Any otheJr person should be admitted to the hearing only with the prior consent of the panel. 
	22. (a) The patiE:!nt or his representative should receive a s ummary of the contents of the medical records and of tine reasons for his continued detention within a reasonable time in advance of the hearing of a review panel. 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	(b) 
	In addition to the provision of a summary , a patient' s legal counsel or other representative should have nccess within a reasonable time in advance of 1t.he hearing, to all of the patient's medical history and records at the facility. 

	(c) 
	(c) 
	All of the patient 's medical history and records relating t o his admission and detention at the facility should be provided to the Mental Health Review Board within a reasonable time in advance of the hearing. 


	23. 
	23. 
	23. 
	Notice of the date of a hearing should be ~iven to the patient, his nearest relative , counsel and the Patients' Advocate within a reasonable t ime in advance of a hearing. 

	24. 
	24. 
	A patient she>uld have reasonable opportunity to present evidence at t:he hearing. 


	25 . The Commission is unable to present a majority recommendation on the issue of free communication. We therefore suggest one of the following alternatives be adopted: 
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	25A. A patient in a psychiatric facility should have an unrestricted right to communicate in writing and no communication which is written by a patient or sent to a patient should be opened, examined, withheld or delayed.
	OR: 
	OR: 
	OR: 

	25B. 
	25B. 
	(a) 
	Communications written by or to a psychiatric facility by or to: 
	patient in a 

	TR
	(i) 
	a 
	barrister or solicitor; 

	TR
	(ii) 
	a 
	mEmtber of the Mental Health Review Board ; 

	TR
	(iii ) 
	a 
	member of the Legislative Assembly; 

	TR
	(iv) 
	a 
	meimber 
	of the Parliament of Canada; 

	TR
	(v) 
	the 
	Ombudsman; 

	TR
	(vi) 
	the Patients' Advocate; 

	TR
	(vii) 
	the Public Trustee; 
	or 

	TR
	(viii)a psychiatrist duly qualified to practise in Manitoba 

	TR
	should not be opened, examined, or delayed. 
	censored, 
	withheld 

	TR
	(b) 
	Any other communication written 
	by or to 
	a 
	patient 

	TR
	should be subject to be opened, examined, 
	censored, 

	TR
	withheld or delayed only where the officer in charge 

	TR
	of a psychiatric facility or other person acting on his instructions has reasonable grounds to believe that the contents would 

	TR
	(i) 
	be unreasonably harmful addressee; or 
	or offensive to the 

	TR
	(ii) would prejudice the best interests of the patient; or 

	TR
	(iii)would interfere with the treatment of the patient; or 

	TR
	(iv) 
	would 
	cause 
	the patient unnecessary distress. 

	TR
	(c) 
	Where the officer in charge of a 
	psychiatric facility 

	TR
	censors 
	or withholds the delivery of 
	a 
	communication 
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	either from the patient or to the addrE~ssee , a copy of the original communication should thereupon 
	either from the patient or to the addrE~ssee , a copy of the original communication should thereupon 
	either from the patient or to the addrE~ssee , a copy of the original communication should thereupon 

	immediately be delivere d 
	immediately be delivere d 
	to the office of the 

	Patient:s' Advocate whose responsibility it should be 
	Patient:s' Advocate whose responsibility it should be 

	to determine the question of delivery. 
	to determine the question of delivery. 

	{d) 
	{d) 
	Where 
	a 
	communication is not released to the patient 

	or 
	or 
	forwarded 
	to the 
	addressee 
	as 
	a 
	result of the 

	order of the Patients' Advocate , 
	order of the Patients' Advocate , 
	it should be 
	returned 

	to the :sender. 
	to the :sender. 
	{pages 
	47-51) 

	26. 
	26. 
	{a) 
	A patie111t who is in 
	a 
	psychiatric facility 
	on 
	a 

	TR
	voluntary basis should be permitted to vote in provincial and municipal electi ons {pa9e 51). 

	TR
	{b) 
	A patient who is in 
	a 
	psychiatric facility 
	on 
	a 

	TR
	compulsory basis should not be permittE~d 
	to 
	vote in 

	TR
	provincial and municipal elections (fair discussion as well as minority position on the i ssue , s ee 

	TR
	pages 51-52) . 

	27 . 
	27 . 
	All controversial , 
	experimental or surgical psychiatric 

	TR
	procedures should be 
	subject to independent 
	r eview before 

	TR
	they 
	are 
	perimitted whether 
	or not the patient 
	i s 
	voluntary 

	TR
	or 
	compulsory and whether or not he appears 
	to give his 

	TR
	consent 
	(pages 52-56) . 

	28 . 
	28 . 
	The Commi ssion is unabl e to present a majority recommendation on what form i ndependent review should take . 

	TR
	We 
	therefore suggest 
	one 
	of t he following al t ernat ives 

	TR
	be adopted: 

	28A . 
	28A . 
	Any tre atment of surgical nature 
	a controversial, experimental or should be subject to review by a 
	court 

	TR
	before 
	it may be per f ormed. 

	OR: 
	OR: 

	28B. 
	28B. 
	Any treat ment of a controversial, experiment al or s urgical nature should be subject to review by the ME~ntal Health Review Board before it may be performed (pa9es 52-56) . 

	29. 
	29. 
	(a) 
	Where 
	a 
	compulsory pati ent 
	objects 
	to drastic 

	TR
	treatment other than 
	treatment of a 
	controversi al, 

	TR
	experimental or surgical nature, the treatment question should not be perf ormed unless it is 
	i n 

	TR
	recommended following independent assessment 
	by 
	a 

	TR
	psychiatrist selected or 
	approved by the patient 

	TR
	or his :repr esentative . 
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	(b) Where the psychiatri st who conducts the independent assessment does not recommend the treatment, the attending psychiatrist who proposed the treatment should forward a notice of these facts to the Mental Health Review Board for a hearing (pages 56-57). 
	30. A person who is a voluntary patient in a psychiatric facility should have the absolute right to consent or refuse to consent to treatment of any kind. 
	The Commission acknowledges with appreciation the many individuals and organizations who corresponded with us concerning revision of "The Mental Health Act", We attach 
	a list of their names as Appendix A to this Report. 
	This is a Report pursuant to section 5(3) of "The Law Reform Comm.ission Act", signed this 12th day of February 1979. 
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	APPENDIX "A" 
	LIST OF PERSONS Ai-W ORGANIZATIONS WHO CORRESPONDED WITH COMMISSION 
	G.W. Maltby, Ombudsman Mental Health Manitoba, Canadian Mental Health Associ ation 
	(Manitoba Division) April D. Katz, barrister 
	W.G. Lamberd, M.D. 
	R.H. Tavener, M.D., Chairman Psychiatric Nurse,s Education Advisory Committee Province of Manitoba, Department of Health and Social Development (Chief Medical Consultant) Norman Larsen, Executive Director, Legal Aid Manitoba The Public Trus:tee Manitoba Psychiatric Association 
	Canadian Association for the Mentally Retarded. (Manitoba Division) Ad Hoc Protection and Guardianship Committee, Age and Opportunity Centre, Inc. 
	F. Shane, M.D. 
	Michael Kovacs, M. D. , Medical Director, Selkirk Mental Health Centre Joseph O'Sullivan, Q.C. (as he then was) Ian V. Dubiensk.i, Provincial Judge 
	J. Matas, M.D. 
	J. Varsamis, M.D . Anne Bolton , barrister Harold ff. Gyle,s , Chief Provincial Judge Citizens ' Committee on Human Rights (Church of Scientology) Leon Mitchell, Q.C. 
	A.H. Moyes, M.D1. , Medical Director, Brandon Mental Health Centre 
	D.L. O' Leary, M.D. 
	M.W 
	M.W 
	M.W 
	. Bollenback., M.D. 

	R. 
	R. 
	Wehner, M.D. 

	W. 
	W. 
	Lebeden, M.D. 
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	W.B. Wills, Rehabilitation Counsellor 
	M.R. Steinhart, M.D. 
	H.G. Andrew, M.D., Secretary, Medical Advisory Committee Province of Alberta,Department of Social Services and Community
	Health (Division of Mental Health Services) 
	C.P. Hellon, Assistant Deputy Minister, Alberta Mental Health
	Services 
	E. Wahl, barrister, Alberta Social Services and Community Health
	(Legal Services) 
	Gilbert Sharpe, Legal Counsel, Associate Staff, Faculty of 
	Health Science, McMaster University 
	Ontario Ministry of Health (Legal Branch) 
	Margaret A. Shone, counsel, Alberta Institute of Law Research
	and Reform 







